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INTRODI.CTION

The participants in the Slmposium on Interspeeiflc and InterProvenance Hybridization in Forest Trees covered a range of topics; they said
much about the promise, or lack of it, ln interspecifie and intraspeclfic
hybridization; they talked about incompatibll-ity barriers and the probl-ems
they create. But, no new workable schemes were presented to capitalize on
specific combining abiLity on either the inter- or intraspecies l-evel-.
Until that problern is solved, research on hybrid performance wil-l remain
more academic than practical.
What methods are now avail-abl-e in forestry to produce high-yielding
progeny of specific crosses? Schemes ln use include: 1) the tedious and
expensive pollination of indlvldual strobil-i or lnflorescences by hand;
2) biclonal seed orchards composed of pairs of self-incornpatibl-e clones;
3) the use of the F2 produced in orchards of hybrid individuals. The control
of fl-owering is anoEher possibil-ity and, al-though it is pronising, technol-ogy
is not sufficientl-y advanced to pernit appl-ication. tfhat is desired is a
chemicaL agent to influence the sex ratio or, in the ultimate, a chemicalemascul-ant so that al-l- seed produced on treated cl-ones will be the result
of cross-pollination. Slmilar results night be achleved by physlcalLy
J-ocating seed orchards in climatic zones where pollen produetion of one of
the parents is suppressed.

The most exciting possibility lies in vegetative ProPagation.
Ernst Schreiner has for decades advocated vegetative Propagation as a method
of fixlng and util-izing hybrid vigor. However, techniques now belng developed
by cell physlol-oglsts go beyond what even Ernst Schreiner prophesied. The
techniques of the cel-l blologists not only offer the possibillty of vegetative
nultipl-ication but could enable forest tree breeders to overcome i-nconpatibility problems such as those mentioned in this symposium by Critchfield and
by Kriebel. These techniques are tissue culture, celJ- culture, isolation
of protoplasts and, finall-y, parasexual hybridization - a bypassing of sex
that wil-l overcome several of the barriers that prevent the productlon and
utllization of hybrids.

cells of two species
replicas of a specific
possible
to isolate
years
it
been
plant.
has
few
hybrid
Only in the l-ast
plant cel-ls hrithout cel-l walls, naked protoplasts. Eventually, such research
cul-minated in the fuslng of protoplasts fron different specles, the production
of hybrids wi-thout crosslng. Peter S. Carlson has aLready produced a tobacco
hybrid by asexual means. The hybrid is simiLar in all respects to hybrids
produced by sexual crosses between members of the same species. Other hybrids
will soon be forthcomlng, but extensive research w111 be required before the
techniques can be applied to forest trees.

In parasexual- hybridization, undifferentiated
may be Joined to produce an al-most unl-imited number of

Because of the potential- of parasexual hybridlzation, readers of
this synposium on hybridization can be expected to react with a great deal
more enthusiasm than was possible onl-y a few years ago. Great changes are

on the horizon. Some of the participants were Justifiably lnfluenced by
the present impracticality of hybrid production, and their assessment of
cost-benefit ratios indicated that hybrlds had llttle value. Others, more
optimistic, stressed onl-y the promise of hybrids, could they but be produced
in quantity. Those interested in tree improvement are advised to evaluate
the arguments careful-l-y; to be skeptical- but to retain an open mind. Future
devel-opments in what to forestry are stll-l exotic fields may change our
present evaluation of hybrids in a revol-utlonary way.

F.

Ledig, Chairman
on Interspecific and
Interprovenance Hybridization in

Thomas
Synposium

Forest Trees

RECENT RESULTS OF JNTERPROVEMNCE CrcSSES

IN

SWEDEN AND

THE IMPLICATIONS OF BREEDING

Bo Nilsson

Royal CoLLege of Forestn1
Stoekholm, Sueden

In an earlier paper (Nilsson and Anderson 1969) the peculiarities

of the migration history of Norway spruce and Scots pine into ScandinavLa are
emphasized. This migration history is the basis of the hypbthesis ,of genetic
differences between populations of the two species that could result in
heterosis when individuals from different populations are crossed.
There are two different research approaches to find the best combinati-ons for practical use. One is to use pollen mixes froin different provenances on mother trees frorn different populations. Another is to nake i-ndividual crosses between trees fron different populations. The first nethod
is based on the assumpLion that the interracial hybrid variances are greater
than the individual ones. The advantage of the second method is better lnformation on individual tree variation that can be used as a basis for selection.
The number of individual combinations needed in the second approach can be
reduced by using a partial diallel crossing system.

This nethod was used in my research in provenance hybridization
between 1954 and L970. In the first three crossing experiments in spruce
(L954, L964 and, L967) a few Swedish mother trees r/ere used to test many different foreign father trees; in the last experiment (1970) a partial diallel
system was used in accordance with Hinkel-mann and Stern (1960). In pine, a
partial diallel crossing system (Andersson unpublished) was followed in L966.
The origins of the pollens used during the 16-year period, which include
second generation material frorn southern Sweden, are presented in Fig. 1.
NORWAY SPRUCE HYBRIDS

7954 Ctosses

Six feurale testers of central Swedish origin were crossed, the pollen
used being collected from second-generation central European stands growlng
in southern Sweden (Nilsson 1958). Four field experimental areas and four
pilot areas were established; the latter were studied until they were 8 years
of age. The growth data of Swedish, foreign and hybrid combinations at this
age, supplemented with data from international provenance experi-ments between
latitudes 50 to 64oN, are summarLzed in Fig. 2. At age 8 years the hybrids
are most promising for locations between latitudes 59 and 62"N, viz the region
of origin of the northern parents. Studies in the four field experiments

last measurements in one of these experiments
in central Sweden were made in 1971. The relative growth during the years

were continued

longer.

The
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Euuope (fz,om Rubner 1960).

L956-7L for Swedish, foreign and hybrid combinations is presented in Fig. 3.
The superiority of the hybrids over the northern provenances continues to
be evident. The continued decline of the central European provenances is

also of interest.

The decline of the central European provenances was thought to be
due to a lack of hardiness. To test this hypothesis, the growth change
between 1957 and 1971 in individual progenies in a 6 x 6 dial-lel system
(Fig. 4) was studied. As can be seen from the figure, the foreign provenances
(central European) were inferior as well as the hybrids with foreign male
I^IG 45. The latter were the best in 1957 but the poorest in I97L, and both
these hybrids and the foreign provenances \,r/ere darnaged by frost in L956-57.
The same hybrids also had rel-atively low dry matter content in their needles
(Fig. 5) during the autumn and lower survival (Fig. 6). On the basis of the
most recent data (Fig. 4), hybrids with the Swedish female M 19 performed
best and also scored well in respect to branch length and stem strai.ghtness
(Fie. 7).
The data from the field experiments, replicated in two main and two
validation field sites, are of special interest. To date only one of the
main experiments and the two validation experiments have. been measured. This
main experiment is located in central Sweden at 59"N. The validation experiments are at 61oN and 56oN. The 1971 growth data (Blomquist 1973, personal
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connunication) from the northern validation site (61"N) correspond well with
the data from the main experiment. The rank correlation coefficient between
the different comblnations is 0.86.
The ranks of the combinations in L97L (age L7) in the main site in
central Sweden and in the second validation site, situated in southern Sweden
(56"N), are, however, quite the reverse (Wernet L972, personal cormrunication) .
At the latter site the grovrth of the hybrids is intermediate and the picture
looks quite sirnilar to that at age 8 (Fig. 2). This result supports the
hypotheses that the best area for these hybrids is central Sweden and that
the reason for the growth superiority of the hybrids in this area is their
superior hardiness in relation to the southern parental combinations.
1-964 Crosses

Seven female testers from central Sweden and pol-len collected from
grafted individuals selected ln central- European stands were used in 1964.
Growth data were collected after the first sunmer in the nursery (l-965) and
in the field (1969). There were some similarities in the reactions of this
material compared with the material of L954. After the first sunmer in the
nursery the foreign provenances outgrehr the local ones with the hybrids
intermediate. After 3 years in the field the advantage of the foreign provenances dlsappeared as it did with some of the hybrids. This change could
be related to a greater frost sensitivity of the declining combinations,
e.8., the hybrids of the female 53364 in the following table:
FROST DAMAGE

L965

L969

scoRE, 0 - lL965-L969

160

100

0. 4s

l_30

90

0.40

110

100

0.25

100

100

0.25

ACCUMULATED GROT,TTH Z
CO}{BINATION

Central European
Hybrids (53364)
Hybrid mean
Central Sweden

Further data will be recorded in the autumn of L973 to study the
of these changes. In this connection it should be emphasized
that in a given year bud development in the spring, budsetting, lignification
and prolepsis are often affected by randorn clinatic influences that are not
correlated with frost damage over a longer period.
development

L970 Ctosses

Nine grafted female testers selected from southern, central and
northern Sweden were combined in a partial diallel cross design with pollen
from eastern Europe collected from individuals in Danish provenance experiuents (Wellendorf, personal communication). Growth data recorded from the
l-year-old seedlings, not yet exposed to frost, showed the common picture:
the foreign provenances outgrow the hybrids, which outgrow the local
10

provenances. A new finding from this experiment was that progenies from
tester trees selected farther north (in order to give the central Sweden test
area a more intermediate position between the parent provenances used) were
not superior at this early stage (Fig. 8). Perhaps this will change in the
'future owl-ng to the better hardi-ness of the northern Parent.
Conclusions of the Spruce Hybri4iz,ation

!'lo_rk

Young spruce hybrids between Swedish and central-east European
provenances do not show any general heterosis (defined as outgrowing both
parent provenances); they outgrow the Swedish parent population but are
inferior to the southern sources. In time the hybrids can take advantage of
the adaptation of the northern parent to the climate of centratr Sweden, where
they were planted - e.g., by reason of frost hardiness - and outgrow both
parental provenances,. Among the hybrids excellent combinations can be
selected and used for practical application. Other combinations will not
perform so well.
The best hybrid combinations could be selected after they have been
adequately tested under different climatic conditions. It nay be possible
to predict adaptability to an area of application by recording early growth
performance and variables associated with frost hardiness for several years.
The success of hybridization is not only a question of luxuriance
of growth: a very important aspect is to combine the vigor of the foreign
parent with the hardiness and climatic adaptability of the loca1 one.
SCOTS

Since the
a meeting

PINE HYBRIDS

last report on Scots pine racial hybrids in northern Europe
of the working group on quanti-tative genetics in Raleigh'

given at
N.C. (Nilsson and Andersson 1969), many new crossing experiments have been
made (Andersson, personal comnunication). The progenies are still too young
to provide a basis for any general conclusions, and collected data have not
yet been analyzed in detail. However, some cases of heterosis have been
observed in Scots pine (as well as in Norway spruce). Some information of
Scots pi-ne inter- and intraprovenance hybrid variances is available from
2-year-old material published by Nilsson (1970). Crosses between and within
different Swedish provenances shornr strong additive effects and intermediate
hybrid performance (Fig. 9).
Several cases of superiority of spontaneous provenance hybrids and
intraprovenance crosses over open-pollinated progenies in the
natural stands have been recorded. As an example, the following populations
from open and artificial pollination on the same mother trees (Nilsson L967)
at 8 years of age (Samuelsson 1973) can be mentioned:

artificial

RELATIVE VOLT]ME
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The results look very similar to those obtained in the spruce hybrid
experiments of 1954 presented, €.8., in Fig. 6 (cf. also Nilsson 1964 and
L967). Open-pollinated progenies are inferior to both Swedish and hybrid
combinatj-ons in the same female tree. The inferiority of the open-pollinated
progenies is probably the result of in-breeding depression by combinations
between close relatives. It has been shown (Park L972) by i-sozyme studies
that the neighbors of a tree in natural stands are probably relatives. Close
neighbors also contribute the major part of the pollination of a tree in
natural stands of spruce and pine (Langner L952-53, Fendrik 1965).

The absence of general hybrid superiority in interprovenance combinations of Scots pine, in contrast to Norway spruce, may have different reasons. First, pine is more resistant to frost damage than spruce; second'
the two species have quite different histories of mlgration into Scandinavia
(Nilsson and Andersson 1969); third, plant material of spruce artificially
moved somewhat north outgrows the local provenance while the contrary is
the case for pine (Bergman L965, Steffansson and Sinko L967); and, fourth,
interprovenance crosses in Norway spruce shor^I more specific combining effects
than Scots pine (Nilsson L967 and, L970, Nilsson and Andersson 1969).
IMPLICATION FOR BREEDING

Norway spruce the specific combining effects of interprovenance
crosses would be best utilized by using two-clone seed orchards or artificial
crossds and propagation of the bLst hybrid individuals by vegetative tech-

In

niquesr 8.8., cuttings.

S'cots pine recurrent selections of intra- or close interprovenance
combinations by nulticlonal regional seed orchards appear to be most useful.
In Norway spruce the rapid growth of central or east European parents could
be combined with the local adaptibility - e.g.r frost resistance - of the
native parent. In Scots pine outstanding qualities of selected individuals
of the local or a moderately northern provenance could be used.

In
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DISCUSSION

is the rrsnow moldtt you mentioned in your PaPer (as delivered) ? Does thi-s attack only the basal portion of the stem
or is the attack more general than that?

Ledig:

!'Ihat

Nilsson:

It is a fungus that will attack the plants under the deep snow
an northern Sweden. In southern Sweden, south of latitude 60",
1r is not, very lmportant.

Morgenstern:

In your test design, did you have an opportunity to investigate
the epistatic effect?

Nilsson:

No, we did not.

Lester:

When

Nilsson:

have found very severe autumn frost
provenances; but in our ProveEuropean
on
central
damage
the
and east. European Provenanges'
European
of
central
nance studies
European
that
the
central
it is very often
Provenances willThe east European
damage.
spring
frost
to
also be sensitive
provenances begin to develop later than the Swedish ones, so
they would not be subJect to spring frost.

Ledig:

Why does spruce behave

Nilsson:

I think the reason for this is still unknown. It could be the
frost. Pine is not sensitive to frost on the shoots. They
are sensitive, perhaps, to mechanical damage by snow and ice.

Kriebel:

I noticed that on one of your charts, the advantage over oPenpollinated spruce was about the same for interracial hybrids
and intraprovenance crosses. If this is general-ly true, would
there be any advantage of one over the other?

Nil-sson:

The

you refer to ttfrost provenancestt in Norway spruce, are
you referring to late spring frost or wlnter damage?

I think it is both. I

differently from pine? I'Ihy do you get
hybridization with spruce
intraprovenance
such a response from
abil-ity
combining
that is, high specific
- while wi-th pine you
get very little specific combining ability? Do you have any
ideas or speculation about thls?

local crosses are equal in survival but inferior to
hybrids in growth.
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INTERPROVEMNCE CROSSES OF LOBLOLLY PINE

R.A. Woessner
Teuas Eorest Seruiee' CoLLege

Station' Teaas

Econonically inportant differences have been found among geographic
provenances of all the southern pines that have been adequately studied
(Evans L971, Wel-ls and Wakeley 1966, Burns 1968). Thus, hybridization between
provenances could conceivabl-y produee beneflcial results in all species.
A survey of the current status of interprovenance hybridization in the
southern pines reveals that this technique is currently being used only
with loblolJ-y pine (Pinus taedn t.). Loblolly is a Logical cholce because
of its racial diversity and because it is the most widely planted of the
southern pines.

HABITAT

Loblol-l-y has the widest geographic spread of the southern pines.
Its range stretches some 800 ai.r mil-es in the Coastal PLain and Piedmont
from Del-aware and central Maryl-and south to central Fl-orida and then some
1,200 miles west to eastern Texas. The climate ls hunid with long, hot
sunmers and mild winters. Average annual rainfaLl varies fron 30 to 65
inches a year; it is least in Maryl-and and Delaware and at the western end
of the range in east Texas. The frost-free period varies from 6 to 10
months. July temperatures average more than 75oF and frequentJ-y exceed
100"; January temperatures average 36oF to 63"F and occasionally go down to
-10"F in the northern and western part of the range. Loblol-ly grows from
near sea level to elevations up to and over 2,000 feet (Fowells' l-965).
RACIAL VARIATION

The l5-year resul-ts (tlells L969) from the 18 plantations of the
pine
phase of the Southwide Pine Seed Source Study reveal- wel-l-lobl-o1-1-y
patterns
of variation in survival-, ln rust infection by the
developed
southern fuslform rust (Cronattiwt fusiforrne) and in height growth. On an
average for all- plantings, trees from two sample areas west of the
Mi-ssissippi River had a 102 higher survival rate than trees from the other
sources. Rust infection was light in trees from Maryland, southeastern
Louisiana, and sources west of the Mississippi River. Height growth in the
najority of the pl-antlngs indicated that trees groliln from seed collected in
areas with high sunmer rainfall and nild winters were tallestr except in the
two col-dest planting locations, llaryland and Tennessee. In these plantings'
trees from areas with low surnmer rainfall and cold winters performed best.

L7

Along the southeastern coast in North and South Carolina, indications are
that Coastal- Plain seed should be planted in the Coastal Plain and Pieduront
seed in the Piedmont.

Loblolly varies geographical-ly. Unfortunately for the tree breeder,
there ls little or no correlation among the three important traits; that is,
trees with the genetic potential for high survival, fast growth, and rust
resistance do not occur in the same area.
INTERPROVENANCE CROSSING OF LOBLOLLY

Wright (L964) suggested that crossing of different races within a
tree sPecies coul-d lead to hybrid vigor in the F1 hybrids as does crossing
between inbred lines of maize. Also, desirable larental traits peculiar to
the individual parents could be expected to be combined in the F1 hybrid.
Likewi.se, new genetic combinati-ons useful in broadening the genetic base
would be created in subsequent generations when the F1 hybrids crossed
among themselves.

An interprovenance crosslng program was

initiated in

L968 by some

members of the North Carolina State Tree Improvement Program (Woessner L972a).
Seed orchard selections indigenous to three different areas of the lobJ-olly

- the Coastal Plaln, the Pleduront, and west of the Mississippi River
(Fig. 1) - were crossed according to mating design II of Comstock and

range

Figw,e L.

Southerrt states shouing the origin of
the tz,ees used as femaLe and maLe
pqrents. The shadirry delineates the
areas uithin uhich the ortets tu)ere
seLected.
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Roblnson (1948) . Four f ernale parents of Piedrnont ori-gin were crossed with
5 nales from the Piedmont, 1-0 males from the Coastal- Plain, and 4 males of
!'lestern origin. Four femal-e parents of Coastal- Plain origin were crossed
with 6 males from the Piednont, and 4 males of tr{estern origin. An examlnation of Fig. 1 indicates that a large part of the lobl-olly range was
sampled.

results indicated that

Coastal- parents produced
the tal-lest crosses, followed by Piedrnont, and then by Western with the
shortest (Table l-). The better performance of Coastal sources has been
frequently reported elsewhere (tJe1-1s and !'Iakeley L966, Kraus L967, Lantz
and Hofmann l-969) .

One-year height

TABLE

]-.

ACTUAL I-YEAR HEIGHT AND THE IIEIGHT DEVIATION OF TITE INTERPROVENANCE CROSSES AS A PERCENT OF THE MIDPARENT VAIUE

Cross

Acrual heighr
Soil

Piedmont females
X Piedmont mal-es
X Coastal males
X West,ern males
X Piednont females
Coastal females
X Piednont males
X Western males
X Coastal f,emales

Aa

4.6
L.7

3s .9

36.2
35.3
35,4

-3.8

.5
.5
39.4

-4.5

4.3
1.3

37
36

Soil
Piedmont feurales
X Western males

(cn) ..",T:li:: ff.i ffi:";lfi::"".

3.1_

Bb

r-8.6

4.3

.8

.3

Coastal femal-es
X l^lestern males
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tsoil

A was fentile and well watered.
bSoit B was of low fentility and watened infnequently.

The study was designed so that the interprovenance crosses could
be eval-uated as a deviation from the average of the wind-pol-linated progeny
of the two parental- trees. The heterosis deviation was presented as a
percentage of the average of the wind-pollinated progeny of the two parentaltrees. The l-year height results examined in this fashlon indlcated there
was l-ittle positive heLerosis above that obtained from within-provenance
crosses when the materials hrere grown under near ideal growing conditions

L9

(Table L). However, under poorer growing conditions, the interprovenance
crosses with the l'lestern source changed from a negative to a positive
heterosis.
The height results for the near ideal- growing conditions are
generally in agreernent with the resul-ts from interpopul-ation crossing of
malze (MolL et al-. 1965). Malze heterosls increased with increased
divergence within a restricted range of divergence, but extremely divergent
crosses resul-ted ln a decrease in heterosis. The poor performance of the
interprovenance crosses could thus be interpreted as being due to extremely

divergent, crosses.

Cress (1965) also supplies a possible explanation for either a
negatlve heterosis or a small heterotic response when the measurement is
from midparent values. His resul-ts lndicate that with more than two
alleles per 1-ocus, negative contributions to heterosis are to be expected
at certain loci and that the net effect may be a hybrid genotypic val-ue
equal to or below that of the nidparent. This can occur even when the
al-leles in pairs have partial-l-y dominant, completely dorninant, or overdominant effects. tr'ltren al-l loci in a genotype are eonsidered, the
Positive contributions to heterosis will- general-J-y be 1-arger in nagnitude
than the negative.
The height results for the poor growing conditions are al-so in
agreement with maize results. The interprovenance crosses with the tJestern
parents change from a negatlve heterosis under good growing conditions to

a positi-ve heterosis under the poor growing conditions. Thus, the more
severe the environmental conditions, the better the performance of the
interprovenance cross when judged in relation to the midparent value.
Simil-ar results were found i.n maize by McWill-iaur and Grif f lng (1965) .
They found additional heterosis in hybrids when the pLants were grown at
temPeratures above their growth optimum. Crosses between races of mimulus
were found by Hiesey (1965) to be suited to environments unsuitable for
either parent. The indications here are that some interprovenance loblolly
crosses rnight be suitabl-e for sites not suited to either parent.
Although l-ittl-e heterosis was observed, there is good evidence
that desirabl-e parental characteristlcs have been combined in the hybrids.
Examination of the seasonal dlstribution of growth (Table 2) of Coastal
x CoastaL, Piedmont x Piedmont, and Piedmont x Coastal- crosses from the
same latitude lndicated that the early season growth of the Coastal- source
was combined in the F1 hybrid with the Later sustained gror^rth of the
Piedmont source (ttoessner 1972a). Similarly, Piedmont North Carolina x
Western crosses grew more than Coastal North Carol-ina x trrlestern crosses
late in the growing season (Woessner L972b) ln a good soil-, but less than
Coastal North Carol-ina x lJestern crosses ln a poor soil-. In both these
cases, the i.nterprovenance crosses parallel the performance of the intraprovenance wind-poLlinated farnil-ies.

It is i.n order to speculate on the geneti.c situatlon that underlies the performance of the lobloJ-ly interprovenance crosses. For heterosis
20

to occur, there must be some degree of directionaL dominance and also genetic
diversity between the parents for the al-l-eles control-j-ing the characteristic
of lnterest (Falconer 1960). Since these crosses show l-ittle heterosis'
perhaps one or both of these features are completely 1-acking in these F1
interprovenance crosses. Evidence from selfing six of the eight female
parents used in this study (Table 3) indicates there is some degree of
directional- dominance. The Piednont females averaged an 8.47" Lnbreeding
depression for l-year height while the Coastal females averaged' a L2.77"
depression.
Divergence of gene frequency would be expected to occur in isolated
populations undergoing sel-ection under different envirorunental conditions
or as the result of gene exchange with related species. The populations
sampled in this study were certainly growing under different environmentalconditions and the seed-source-study results definitely lndicate racial
differentiation in growth potential. Genetic differences could al-so arlse
from introgression between loblolly and shortleaf pine (Zobel 1953, Mergen

et al-.

1965).

The information available at present would cause one to conclude
that the heterosis observed can be accounted for on the baqis of an additive
nodel with partlal to complete dominant types of gene action at some l-oci.
A reasonable explanation for the negative heterosis ls found'in the work of
Cress (1965). A1le1es as members of a multiple allel-ic series can show a
TASLE

2.

COMPARISON OF PERIODIC GRO}.ITIT RATES
CROSSES FROM NORTH CAROLINA

Height increnents (cns)

Cross

0-7 wk

x Piedmont
Piedmont x CoastalCoastal x CoastaL

L2.5
L2.2
l-4.1

Piedmont

TABLE

OF INTRA- AND INTEPJROVENANCE

3.

7-L5
l-0.0
l-0.1
Lz.O

L5-27
7.4
8.1
7.4

Total height

27-45

wk

45 wk

6.5
6.7
5.9

PERCENTAGE INBREEDING DEPRESSION FOR HEIGHT FOR

36.4

37.L
39.4

SIX OF THE

EIGHT

SEED PARENTS

Clone

Pieduront

Cl-one

clones

Coastal .plain clones

6-7

15.1

8-33

24.L

6-9

+1.5

8-68

6-20

11.6

8-76

6.2
7.7

mean

mean

8.4

2T

L2.7

negatlve heterosis even when the alleles in pairs have partial-ly dominant,
compJ-etely dominant, or overdominant effects. The generally better or
Poorer growth of the trees from certai.n areas and the different growth
Patterns may be explained as resulting fron favorable genes fixed or at
high frequency in one area and completely lacking or at J-ow frequency in
another area.
SIJMMARY

Assessment of juvenile height of the loblolly interprovbnance
crosses did not i-ndicate that any heterotic response of the type found for
yields in varietal crosses of crop plants (15 to 257" over the midparent
value) is manifested in height growth response of F1 hybrids. Additive
rather than doninant types of gene action provide an explanation for the
performance of these interprovenance crosses. There was evidence that
desirabl-e parental charact,eristics peculiar to individual provenances were
combined in the hybrid in an additive fashion.

A crossing prograrn enpl-oying a design simllar to that used in this
study has reeentl-y been initiated by Wells (1973, personal correspondence)
to take advantage of this possibility. Parental provenances were del-iberately chosen for their outstanding characteristics. Livingston Parish
Louisiana Coastal Plain loblolly (fast growth, rust resistant) will be
crossed with Coastal Carolina (fast growth, frost hardiness) and Marion
County Fl-orlda lob1-olly (fast growth, rust resistant). It is hoped that
a fast-growing, rust-resistant, frost-hardy hybrid will result.
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DISCUSSION

I see from the tables, the differences you work with are
relativel-y small, and I didnrt think you sald anything about
the significance of the di"fferences and of the possible effect
of seed size on early growth of seedlings.

Zguffaz

As

Woessner:

I think in Figures 3 and 4 (delivered text) you can see where
the actual tests of significance were made. As far as seed
size is concerned, I think that if you looked at individual
crosses, combinations like family A x fanily B, you would
find some sizeable effect. However, the seed-weight average
of the Coastal parents and the seed-weight average of the
female Piednont parents were essentially the same. So, in
this caser you are comparing different mal-es on the same
female. I dontt think, unless you look at individual fullsib faurilies, that, seed size is important for the comparisons
being made. It is unfortunate that these are only l-year
results, but that is all we have. Soure 15 plantations were
established throughout the South and we will- analyze them at
an older age.

Morgenstern: I note with interest your interpretation in which I was waiting for the word rreplstasist'because it seems to have some
bearing on the problern.
I{oessner:

No, I dontt think any design used in forestry is really
sensitive enough to detect epistasis. In the design we used
there would be no way to actual-ly determine an epistatic
effect. Those of you who were in Raleigh heard Dr. Stuber
give a presentation on breaking down components of variance
in wide crosses. What it amounts to is the theory that we
are presently using in quantitative genetics was developed for
wlthin-provenance materials that are at a Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium situati.on. This theory is not directl-y applicable
to the between-provenance crossing situations.

Fraser:

Do you have any data on the root production for these trees
such as the root form i.n relation to soll moisture?

trIoessner:

No, I am sorry I did not have anything on roots, but past
research has shown that material from Texas has the ability
to put down a somewhat Larger root on the average over a given
period of time under fiel-d conditions.

Cech:

I

Woessner:

tr{ell actually, it was from Grimes County' which i-s on the
western edge of the main ranger which would not be in the

if the r^restern
from the rrlost pinestt region?
am wonderi-ng
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mal-e (Texas)

material night

rrlost pinesrt region. These materlaLs from Grimes County were
growing on quite deep sand. We woul-d expect that there lras
some

drought hardiness.

Cech:

I{ere these selected trees?

Woessner:

Yes, everything used in this study rras naterial that had been
phenotypicall-y sel-ected. It was being used in the seed orchards.

Schnitt:

In order to properl-y evaluate the hybrids then you probably have
to sample in the nidpoint of range, and I am wonderlog how ]tou

define your populatj.on. For example, you have a nofthn south,
Coastal, and Piedmont. You lead us to thLnk you need more
information from the rnidpoint of the range.

have misled you. I was trying to make
generalization
a broad
to other species. Wtrat I was trying to
say was that if a species had a definite north-south growth
variability pattern and if material- from the north was crossed
with material from the south and thls hybrld acted at various
locations, I donrt think this would prove anything unl-ess
open-polli.nated material- or control--polllnated material- fron
along this transect hras included for compari.son.

Woessner:

I,Iell, I think I might

Schmitt:

you had sanpled material from the northern end of the range
and the southern end of the range, would you feel satisfled
that you have adequately checked what is happening in the

If

center part of the range?

Woessner:

Yes, if lt is a cl-inal-type variatlon pattern. In the case
of 1ob1o1-1y, I think we have adequately sanpled the Lob1o11-y
range south of Maryland and can now see what we will get
with lobloll-y if you are talking of heterosls per se.
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FXRLY RESULTS OF PROVEMNCE
HYSRIDIZATION IN BI.ACK SPRUCE

E.K. Morgenstern

'

Ctta&Lot, Fonestzg Serutee
Petauaila Forest Erpez'Lment Station
Chalk Ri.uez', Ontario
Provenance hybridizatLon is an interesting research problen but has
so far f.ound littl-e application in practical. breeding. Provenances have been
crossed to study the genetic control of crown and stem form (Dengler 1939,
Scamoni 1955), to aehieve heterosis (Johnsson 1956), or to combine several
desirabl-e qualities and greater tolerance to stress conditlons (Woessner
1972). It appears that in some species and in particular habitats favorable
results have been obtained in juvenile populations.

early results are not rellable indicators of performance
over a compLete rotation period. Furthermore, the designs of experiments
were often insufficient to lnterpret all the theoretical asPects of results.
The genetic theory cormonly applied to provenance crosses usua11-y dealtrwith
additive and dominant genes on1-y, neglecting the role of epistatie interactions between different gene loei (Falconer 1960). These interactions
become increasingly inportant in wide crosses, and have led to a loss ih'
fitness even if a gain was obtained in other charaeters,I such as growth rate
in plants. Populations in different parts of a speci-es range differ not
merely in gene frequencies but in the makeup of whole gene compl-exes whereby
epistasis plays an important role. The coadaptation or integration of such
complexes ln native populations is an essenti:il phenomenon assuring their
survival. Falconer (1960, p. 262) writesz t'If two populations adapted to
different ruays of life are crossed, the cross-bred individuals will be adapted
to neither, and consequently, w111 be less fit than elther of the parent
populations.rr Experiments designed to investigate the role of all genes
(including epistatic interactions) are highly complex, and require the study
of E2 populations and backcrossesl to interpret them genetically is difflcult'
because the standard assurnptions cannot be made. For example, it is unlikely
that a linkage equilibrium exists in the F1 generation (Stern L964, Stuber
However,

L970).
The experiments reported here were initiated to test the hypochesis
that the fast growth of southern and the hardiness of northern provenances
of black spruce coul-d be conbined. The goal was thus practical and the aim
was not to achieve results that would lend themselves to detalled genetic
explanation. The provenance hybrids and control lots were tested in two
environments, and results to age 5 are given in this PaPer.
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MATERIALS AND

METHODS

In May 1966 M.J. Holst of Petawawa Forest Experiment Station crossed
individual mother trees in l-0 black spruce provenances with a pollen mlxture
from other provenances; all the male and female parents were situated in
plantations at the Station. Nine of the provenances were fertilized with
Petawawa pollen from two stands wlth 5 to 10 trees each; the tenth provenance
reeeived pollen from Littl-e Pie River, Ontario, as shown in Table 1. The
female flowers were isolated with double Kraft paper bags. There was good
seed set and most crosses yielded 10 to 20 f.uLL seeds per cone.
The hybrid seed was so\dn ln February 1968 in the greenhouse together
with seed from the sources used as control (Tabl-e L), which included the seed
from several trees i-n the general area of the original stands that produced
the feurale parents. A11 seedlings were transplanted to lndividual clay pots
and arranged in plots of 10 to 20 trees in two randomized bLocks, with the
hal-f-sib fanilies from the same provenance and control lots grouped together
in a compact family-block design (Snyder L966). A 2O-hour photoperiod was
applied until 2 months before outplanti.ng. Survival and development were
satisfactory; and total height measurements were made in December 1968 (age

10 nonths) and June 1969 (16 months).

. : .,In .Iuly 1-969 a short-term plantation test was establ-ished with this
material in the'nursery at 3 x 3 foot spaeing, hrith five-tree plots and six
randomized'blocks, again with families and controls from the same area grouped
together. The sandy soll of the test site was fertiler.but the 1ocal climate
matrntained the snor^r cover for a long period j-n the spring and exposed the
trees to winter drought. This was rated in the spring seasons of. L97O (age
2 years) arrd L972 (4 years)'in five classes:
DESCRIPTION

no

jlamag-e

l-ight damage - a few needles
desiccated along upper whorls,
all buds healthy
- many needles
some buds
.

seyere danalrg - most needles in
exposed part of the tree desiccated
as well as some buds
Severe_ damage - all needles
buds
in upper portion kill-ed
and
and leader dty

very

A height measurement

in the

f.aLL of. L972 (age 5 years) was the

assessment.
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The objectives of the analysis hrere:

1. to survey the variation found in the material as well as the correlations
among the five measured characters and latitude and longitude;
2. to compare hybrid performance with the performance of local controls;
3. to test the possibility of heterosis (hybrid vigor) by comparing the
hybrids wi-th values intermediate between local controls representing
female and male parents (these intermediate values are not true midparent
values because the parents and loca1 controls were not identical);
4. to see how the variation in the hybrids is distributed among levels of
sampling, i.e., provenances and progeni-es in provenances.
For the analyses of variance, sources of variation and degrees of
freedom are shown in Table 2. There were 10 provenance means each for the
hybrids, controls and intermedi-ate values, and 52 individual hybrid progeny
means. The first analysis in Table 2 is that of a completely randomized
experi-ment based upon the provenance means where the difference between the
hybrids and the controls and hybrids and intermediates i-s tested for significance. The second analysis exami-nes the distribution of variation among the
hybrid progenies, employing a hi-erarchal subdivision of all progenies i-nto
provenances and progenies within provenances.
RESULTS

The correlation analysis (falte :)
growth of the hybrid progenies and latitude
significant at tll.e L7" level. I,rlinter drying
longitudei i.e., the descendants of eastern
fered more than their western counterparts,

indicated a relation between
of origin of the female parents
was negatively associated with
mothers in uilder climates sufas one would expect (52 level).

In general, the hybrids exceeded the control populations and calculated intermediate values in growth but were inferior or just equal to then
in the ability to withstand winter drying.
A detailed examination of the results shows that the hybrids exceeded
the controls at every age in height, as indicated by the analysis of variance
based upon provenance means (Table 4), the difference being significant at
the LZ level. The hybrids were usually less resistant to winter drying, but
these differences were significant (52 level) only at 2 years of age, i.e.
after the first winter of exposure to outdoor conditions. Fig. 1 gives two
separate regressions for the growth of hybrj-ds and controls.
Ifhen the hybrids and calculated intermediate values are compared
(table 5), the results are very similar: again the hybrids are significantly
different in height at all ages but for winter drying only at age 2.
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TABLE

4.

COMPARISON OF HYBRIDS WITII LOCAI CONTROLS BASED UPON THE 10 PROVENANCE MEANS IN EACH GROT'P (TTIE I,INDERLINED Z INDICATES SI]PERIORITY).
SIGNIFICA\ICE LEVELS AS SHOWN IN TABLE 3

Hvbrid
+v

total
Control total .' 100 = Z superiority
or

Character

F-value

inferiority

Height, 10 months

E:6 x l-00 = L48

16.59**

Height, 16 months

mx
mx

29.23x*

r82.9

467.8

trIinter drying, 2 years

24.O

Winter drying, 4 years

116

100

=

116

8. 28*

0.20

6:zr x 100 = 115

20.15**

49"

500

961_. 1

CM

HYBRIDS

50

Y=-13.29+1.26X

F
z 48

=

29.9
E:8 x 100 = 100

Height, 5 years

U'

100

r =+o.77"

o

I

46,

UJ

(9

44,
F
I

IlrJ 42,

J 40,

o

CONTROLS

Y=-45.63+1.79K

r = +o.70'

o
F

38,

46"

47"

49"

OF ORIGIN, FEMALE PARENTS
of total height on Latitude of or"Lgin of

LATITUDE
Eigtue

1,. Regnessions

the female parents fon the hybrtds and Local eontrol
populations at L6 months of age.

TABLE

5.

COMPARISON OF HYBRIDS WITH INTERMEDIATE VALUES BASED I]PON
MEANS. SIGNIFICAI{CE LEVELS AS IN TABLE 3

fiIE

PROVENANCE

Character

Hvbrid total
Control total ^ 100 = Z superiority
or

+v

F-val-ue

inferiotity

Ileight,

10 months

Height, 16 months

L82.9

ffii

x

+i#x

100

=

L7O

loo = LI9

Winter drying, 2 years

#Hxloo = LLZ

Winter drying, 4 years

ffixloo

Height, 5 years

Wix

1oo

=

104

=

19-8

54.58?t*

7I.77tcx
6

.80*

3.22
L0.24xtc

Comparisons between local controls, hybrids and the calculated
interrnediate values at the same time are facilitated by Fig. 2. At l-6 months
of age the hybrids often exceeded the calculated intermedi-ate values in
height, but at age 5 this ls evident mainly in the northern Ontario and two
of the Quebec provenances. No. 4 in this figure is the local Chalk River
material. The hybrids ln this proven€lnce are better only at 16 rnonths. In
comparison with the other provenances, this one is average, belng exceeded
mainly by the ones from northern Ontario

The final analysis based upon the 52 hybrid progenies (Table 6)
revealed differences among progenies for al-l five characters that were significant at least at the 5% LeveL. Much of the variation was contributed by
provenances, but. variation among progenies in provenances was significant
as well, except for winter drying at age 4.
DISCUSSION

In general, the analyses have shown that provenance hybrids grow
rapidly but that their superiority dininishes with age, and that they are
often more strongly subJect to r^rinter desiccation than the controls. There
is one exception: at age 5 years, the tallest hybrid provenance, with female
parents from Dog River, Ontario, was also least susceptible to desiccation
at age 4 (Fig.2)i thus the two desirable qualities, growth and hardiness,
have been combined. The significant variation at the level of progenies ln
a provenance would offer an opportunity to select the best progeny within
that provenance. It is interestlng to note that Dog River is the most
33

23

6

a8

ONTARIO

I

LOCALS

Figune 2.

QUEBEC

7t8r9to
NEW NEWFOUND.
BRUNSWICK LAND

HYBRIDS INTERMEDIATES

of the LocaL control, hgbrLd"s ffid
caLcuLated intermediate ualues fon thnee
ehataetey,s.

CornparLsons

northwesterly parent provenance and has the most pronounced continental
coldest climate (Chapnan and Brown 1966).

and

Heterosi-s, or hybrid vigor, is a phenomenon observed when inbred
lines are crossed (Falconer 1960). trrloessner (L972) applied the term to
material exceeding the midparent va1ue. In this study the calculated intermediate values (which are probably of sirnilar magnitude as true midparent
values) were in fact exceeded by the hybrids and on this basis heterosis would
seem to exi.st.
However, one complication that arises here ls the difficulty of
comparing open-pollinated controls with control-pollinated hybrid material.
tr'Iork in Sweden, where many provenance hybrids have been made, indicates that
such comparisons may be biased in favor of the hybrids because of a lower
seed quality in the open-pollinated controls, as well as a low level of
inbreeding in natural stands (Nilsson and Andersson L97O). The reduction
of lnbreeding produces more vigorous progeny in seed orchards than in natural
standsl therefore gains in growth may be obtained to supplement the benefits
of plus-tree selection. The gain achieved by provenance hybridization would
have to be substantial to make it attractive as an additional breeding nethod.
The observed L57. increase in growth could have resulted fron a higher seed
quality in the hybrids (young parent trees growing at a suitable spacing on
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an upland site) and a little inbreeding in the controls. The results of this
study, therefore, do not conclusively demonst.rate heterosis for growth in
black spruce.

At the same time, it is clear that the material must be studied for
a longer period and in additional environmenLs. To meet these requirements,
field experiments were established at Petawawa in 1971 and by Universit6
Laval and MinistEre des Terres et Forets in Quebec in 1972. If the hybrids
show promi.se in a greater number of environments, perhaps a whole new series
of crosses based on more detailed experimental designs should be made.
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SELFII\G AND PROVEMNCE I.IYBRIDIZATION IN RED PINE

M.J. Holst

and

D.P. Fowler

Carndian Foz,estz,y Seruice, Petanana Forest Erperi,nent Station
Chalk Riuer, Ontario" and Mapitimes Forest Rbseareh Centre,
Eredericton, Net') Brtntsuick
The present paper reports on the results of fiel-d testing of red
pine (Pinus resinosa Ait.) selfings, provenance hybrids and their controls.
This material- was tested earlier in a short-time (two-month) greenhouse
test by Fowl-er (1965). His main conclusions at that time were that red
pine, both as individual trees and as a species, rras honozygous for most
alleles, self-fertile, se1-f-compatible, and that seedlings resulting from
self-po1-1-ination exhiblt l-ittl-e or no lnbreeding depression. The interprovenance hybrids exhiblted no heterosis at that time. Our purpose ls
therefore to investigate whether there is any inbreeding depresslon due to
selfing or any hybrid vigor due to provenance hybridization in red pine
when it ls grown under normal field conditions.
MATERIALS AND

METHODS

In 1961, controlled polLinations were made on different provenances
in a U.S. Forest Service trial- at Kane, Pa., and in two natural stands
(Watabeag Lake and Lake Abitibi) in northern Ontario. Fig. 1- shows the
locations where the poJ-l-inations were made and the origins of the provenances
pollinated at Kane. The pollinations at l{atabeag Lake were nade by
C.!J. Yeatman of the Petawawa Forest Experlment Station, while the poLlinations at Kane and Lake Abitlbi were made by D.P. Fowl-er, who was then
employed by the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests. For a detail-ed
description of this work the reader is referred to FowLer (1965).
In all-, 45 trees representing I-6 seed sources in the Lake States,
one source in Massachusetts and the two northern Ontario sources were used
as female parents for controlled pollinations. The foll-owing poJ-linations
were made on each tree: a) self-pollination (se1-f), b) intraprovenance
pollination (local) and c) interprovenance pollination (Maine). The
intraprovenance poll-inations rirere made with a pol-len mix from 10 unrelated
trees of any particul-ar provenance. The interprovenance pollinations were
made with a pollen rnix of 20 trees from a Maine provenance. In addition
five trees at Lake Abitibi and eight trees at Watabeag Lake were used as
female parents in crosses with pollen fron Maine, Minnesota, New York,
Pennsylvania, tr'Iisconsin and cent,ral Ontario. The seeds obtained from the
controlled pollinations were used to establish two experiments.
Erperiment L eompared the selfings, the intraprovenance hybrids
and the interprovenance hybrids in which the Maine provenance was the male
39

LEG EN D

CLIMATIC REGIONS AFTER RUDOLF (1947)
l Northwestern Minn.
2 Brainerd -Cameron
3 Northeastern Minn.

4 Head of Lakes
5 Upper Peninsula of Mich.

6 Northeastern Wis.-Southern Upper penrnsula ol Mich.
7 Central Wis.
8'Lower Mich.
9 Eastern United States
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parent. This experiment was carried through the greenhouse and nursery
phases at Maple, Ontario, and was field-planted by M.J. Holst at Petawawa
in the spring of 1966. Four-year-old seedlings totalling 2,L55 (755 selfs,
702 intraprovenance and 698 interprovenance) were planted in a completel-y
randomized, single-tree plot design. In the fall of I970, when the pl-ants
had completed their ninth growing season, total height nas measured for
all surviving seedlings.
Erperinent 2: Part l-. The seedl-ings were raised through the
greenhouse and nursery phases at Inlaplen Ont., and transpl-anted to the
Acadia Forest Experiment Station nursery in 1966. In the spring of L969,
227 six-year-oLd hybrids and controls were field-planted at Acadia in a
compl-etely randomized single-tree plot design. Ten-year height was measured
during the sunmer of l-973 (height to the L972 internode).
Paxt 2. Seed for the experiment was sown in the spring of 1963 in
the Petawawa nursery. The 4l-l- seedl-ings were field-planted as 2-2 stock in
the spring of L967 at Petawawa in a coupletely randomized singl-e-tree plot
40

design within a checkerboard arrangement of control-s. Positlons 1 and 3 of
the checkerboard were planted with seedlings from a Petawawa general collection while positions 2 and 4 received seedlings from singl-e-tree progenies
from Watabeag Lake and Lake Abitibi respectively. The seedlings were
measured in the fal-l of l-970 after compl-etion of the eighth growing season
from seed.
RESTILTS AND DISCUSSION

Enpeninent L. Table I shows the numbers of surviving pl-anLs and
age nine years. Survival ls 88, 89 and 9LZ for selfs,
intraprovenance (x local) and interprovenance (x Maine) respectivel-y. The
data comparing selfing and intr.aprovenance crossing are sunmarized in
Table 2. The mean height for al-l selfed material-s is l-57 cm and for intra-provenances crosses 171 cn. The mean reduction in height (inbreeding
depression) due to sel-fing ls 14 cm or 8 percent. A positive correl-ation
(r = .72, n = 15, P< .05) exists between the height of selfs and the height
of intraprovenance seedlings. Those provenances that produce the large
seedllngs from,intraprovenance pollinatlons al-so produce the l-argest selfed
seedlings.

their helghts at

It is possible to examine the within'popuJ-ation relationship
selfing and intraprovenance crossing of three provenances. There
is a positive (not signifieant) correl-atlon for Watabeag Lake (r = .76),
Lake Abitibi (r = .03) and Kilbourne, Wis. (r = .72).
between

In Table 3 the data comparing the intraprovenance and interprovenance hybrids are presented. The mean heights for the intraProvenance
(171 cm) and lnterprovenance (l-71- cur) hybrids are similar. There is,

however, a slgnificant negative correlation in respect to height (r = '.78,
n = 14, P< .01). The nine slow-growing provenances (with helghts l-ess than
175 cn) increased ln height grohrth by an average of 4.32 when crossed with
Maine, while the five fast-growing provenances (with heights over 175 crn)
decreased in helght growth by an average of 7.67". The difference of LL.97"
between the two groups is highly significant (t = 7.28, P< .01). These
results can perhaps be explalned if we consider Malne poorly adapted in the
continental climate of the test slte at Petawawa. The other Provenance
from the Atlantic Seaboard (llinchendon, Mass.) had very poor grordth at
Petawawa (160 cm). At Ely, Minn. it had the poorest helght growth of aLl
the provenances tested (Nienstaedt L964) and at Kane, Pa. it ranked 12th
of the 50 provenances tested (Hough L967). This suggests that provenances
from an Atlantic climate show poor adaptation in continentaL climates.
Unfortunatel-y, seedlings from the Maine provenance were not incl-uded in the
test, and thus it was not possible to make direct- comparisons between the
growth of the interprovenance hybrids and'both parent provenances. The
Maine provenance is, however, represented in the pr'ovenance trial at Kane,
Pa., where it ranked 40 of 50 tested at 25 years of age (Hough L957). Thus
in the continental cli-mate at Petawawa, Maine may have poorer growth Potential- than lJinchendon, Mass
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TA3LE

1.

NINE-YEAR HEIGHT OF SELFTNGS (X SELF), INTRAPROVENANCE (X LOCAT)
AND INTERPROVENANCE (X MAINE) PLANTED AT THE PETAWAWA FOREST

DGERIMENT STATION

Clirna-

Number and

tic

x Self

region
(Rudolf
Provenance

Number

tr{atabeag Lake, Ont.
iltl
iltl

Mean

(4 lots)

Lake

Abitibi,

il
tl
ll

Ont.
il
tl
tl

(4 lots)
Itasca State Park, Minn.
Chippewa Nat. For., Minn.

l_5

L4

L37

l_8

L43
139

25

l_58

25

L62

25
24

139

Mean

Bagley,

1

cm

156
]-64
119

L2
25

tl
tl
il
ll

ll|l

L45
151

19

L46

1_

Mj-nn.

l-

L2

L49

Onamia, Minn.

2

24
26

L54
L66

Turtle Lake, l{is.
Turtle Lake, Wis.
Aurora, Minn.
ll

tl

fl

lt

Virginia, lilis.
Cedar,

tr'Iis .

iltl

iltf

Iron River, !{is.
Munising, Mich.
iltl
ftn
rtl

(2 lots)
Trout Lake, !ilis.

2
2
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

tf

ll

lots)
Irma, l{is.
Rapid River, Mich.

17
27

28
24

22
9

180

L75

206

3

L57
191
L67

L7
2

L53
180

24

L62

1

168

24
16

L62
L72

2L

22
25

L62
L6l-

L62

l_8
18

L7 2

180

20

l_68
168

L40

L67

26
27

L74
L64
L69

2L
L2
18

t74

1-76

8

42

163

I

158

L62

L65

26

L59

L37

L64
156

179

8

170

168

l_90

L67

9

L7L

10

L64

r-83

25
25
28
26

L4

29
22

23

159

L74
L79
L66

25
22

L54
6
6
6

L64
L57
L42
l-53

L72
L42

10

L70

t_1

15

23

1_51_

6
6
6

160

L77

20

L4L

23
24

158

20

L6L
LL9

L62

5
27

l_3

3

148

cm

23

156

L67

24
16

Ht

Number

2r l-38
28 168
26 L49

8

5
5
5
5

cm

L69

148

Mean (2

||ilil

Number

25
18

Mean

tl
il

Ht

Hr

L947)

iln

height of plants
x Local
x Maine

L79

L92

TABLE

1.

NINE-YEAR HEIGHT OF SELFINGS (X SELF), INTMPROVENANCE (X LOCAI)
AND INTERPROVENANCE (X MAINE) PLANTED AT THE PETAWAI^IA FOREST
E)GERIMENT STATION (Cont'd. )

Clina-

Number

tic

Provenance

L947)

Kilbourn, Wis.
tl
tl
ll

It

tl
tl

(3 lots)

Mean

Cadil-lac, Mich.
Curran, Mich.
Wlnchendon, llass.
n|l
iltl
nil

Mean

(2 lots)

Ht

Number

cm

148
113

L7
2L
24
18

Ht
Number

cm

2L

L74

L66
183
L67
L72

13
26

L7L

26
28
27
22

168

23
3

7

7

25
24

I

24

L7L

9

16s

8

27

r-84

25

l_91

9
9

24

L52

7

1

22
29
15

161
158

9
9

135
178

162

Maine

L67

7

158
156

x

HI

Number cm

7

L84
L76

t75
175
L64

L72
25

L44

of llving plants
nr:urber of plants
planted
Percent survival

Total
Total

of plants

x Local

x Self

region
(Rudolf

and height

number

43

L70

160

66r

625

638

75s

702

698

88

89

9L

TA3LE

2.

COMPARISON OF SELFINGS (X SELF) AND WITHIN-STAND CROSSES
FROM TABLE 1

(X

LOCAI)

I{ITH DATA TAKEN

height of all plants
Inbreeding
x Local
x Self

Mean
Number

of
Provenance

crosses

cm

cm

depression,
percent

I'latabeag Lake, Ont.
Lake Abitibi, Ont.
Bagley, Minn.
Onamia, Minn.

139
151

156
1_53

l_

L49
Ls4
L66

L77

16
11

Aurora, Minn.

Virginia,

]-67

Irlis.
Cedar, Wis.
Munising, Mich.
Trout Lake, Wis.
Rapid River, Mich.
Kilbourn, Wis.*
Cadil-Lac, Mich.
Curran, Mlch.

148

L67

13
11

180

9

L62
]-76

L2

I'linchendoDr Mass . :t:t:t

L64
151
154
L62
156
L7L
184
L44
]-57

L7L

Turtle Lake, ['Iis.

L74
L79
191

r.68

l_1

7

7

4
9

L72
l_65**

-4

191
r.60

10

4

*Excluded tnee no. I0 because only thnee plants in selfing.
*:tOnly nine plants.
**rtExcluded tree no. 3 beeause only one plant in selfing.

If genetic variation in the red pine system were completely
additive one wouLd expect the heights of the interprovenance hybrids to
be intermediate between those of the two parent provenances. It would then
be possibl-e to estimate the height of the Maine provenance from the heights
of the intraprovenance and interprovenance hybrids. Estimates of the height
of the Maine provenance range fron l-44 cm for Cedar, trIis. (which had the
biggest reduction in growth) to 2O4 cm for Rapid Rlver, Wis. (which had the
highest increase in growth) compared with an estimate of l-70 cn when all
provenances are used. A test for normality of these estimates indicates
a normal distribution and thus supports the proposition of a predominant,ly
additlve system.
Although these experiments were designed primaril-y to examine the
effects of inbreeding in red pine and not as provenance studies, it is
interesting to note the considerabl-e variation in height growth between
provenances. Table 4 is a comparison of provenance heights at Petawawa,
Kane, Pa. (Hough L967), Cass Lake, Minn. (Bucknan and Buchman l-962), and
Ely, Minn. (Nienstaedt 1964).
The sLow growth of the two northern Ontario provenances (l-55 cn)
l-ikel-y results from adaptation to the short, growing season and severe climate
44

TASLE 3.

COMPARISON OF WITHIN-STAND CROSSES (x rocAr) A}ID BETWEEN-STAND
CROSSES (X MAINE) WITH DATA TAKEN FROM TABLE 1

Mean
Number

of
Provenance

x

crosses

Watabeag Lake, Ont.
Lake Abitibi, Ont.
Bagley, Minn.
Onamia, Minn.
Turtle Lake, Wis.
Aurora, Minn.
Virginia, Wis.
Cedar, Wis.
Munising, Mich.

4
4

2
l_

1
l_

2
2
2
3

Trout Lake, tlis.
Rapid River, Mich.
Kilbourn, Wis.
Cadillac, Mich.
Curran, Mich.

Winchendon, Mass.

2

in x

L59
165

Relative to

x Local,

percent
1,O2

l_08

l_63

92

L79
185

r.03
107

L75

(lao) *

165
191
160

L62
L67
L69
186
L76
168
175
170

L7L

L7L

L72

Mean (excluding
Virginia, tJis . )

*Onfy two plants

l_56

r_68

1
1

Maine
cm

i-74
L73
191
r67
180
L62
L76

1

x

cm

l-53
L77

I

height of all plants

Local

92

(84)
90

103
96

111

r02
L02
92
l_06

t_00

Maine.

of northern Ontario. The sLow growth of the Wlnchendon, Mass. provenance
(160 cm) may result from poor adaptation of an Atlantic provenance to
continental conditions

.

Growth of provenances from the Lake States area reveals a rather
situation (Table 4), in which the random occurrence of fast- and
slow-growing provenances is evident. The data frorn this experinent indicate
that provenances frour the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and from the extrene
western range of red pine in the Lake States are rel-atively slow growing at
complex

Petawawa. Provenances from Lower Michigan, eastern Minnesota and nidWisconsin are faster-growing. This is not supported by the results of the
trials at Kane, Pa., whil-e the height growth at Cass Lake and Ely, Minn.
shows better correspondence with the Petawawa results.

Enperiment 2. The results.of this experiment are presented in
Tables 5 and 6. Survival- was 94 arrd 957. at Petawawa and Acadia respectively
and was not related to parentage.
The interprovenance hybrids from Watabeag Lake were 67 tall-er than
the open-pollinated controls at Petawawa and 2Z taLLer than the controls at
Acadia. The Lake Abitibi provenance hybrids were 67 taller than the
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TASLE

5.

INTERPROVENANCE HYBRIDS MADE

AT WATABEAG LAKE, ONT.,

SHOWING

8-YEAR HEIGHT AT PETAhIAWA FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION A}ID IO-YEAR
HEIGHT AT ACADIA FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION

Female Male
sT

1350
1350
1351

sr
sr
sr 135I_
sr 1352
sr 1352
sr l_353
sr 1353
sr 1_354
sr 1354
sr 1355
sr 1355
sr 1356
sr 1356
sr 1357
sr 1357

Acadia F.E.S.
of plants

Petawawa F.E.S.
Nr:mber of plants

Parent

Pl-anted Living

Pa.
0pen

20
6

Number

ht cm

20

0pen

15

4L
15
60

L22

4

LzL

13

l-3

98
86
79

l-0

L0

4

3

L26
L28
L52
L22

90

11

10

1'20

L2

1l-

5
3
6

5

108
140

L03

Open

Wis.
Open

Maine
0pen
Pa.
0pen
Maine

15
40
L2
58
L5

I

7

27

82
85

l_3

80

20

95

4

3

l_03

8

7

L37

30

30
L4
30
L4

89
89

15
L6

L4
15

L28
131

15
30

15
20

Open

15

New York

30

Open

15

I,Ieighted nean
hybrids

L26
r.08

6

6

r.38

88

11

l_0

L26

86

hybrid/controls (percent)

3

6

98

9l-*

controls

cm

9

Minn.
Minn.

Pl-anted

Living ht

9
5

95

5

Mean

Mean

r_06

L28
L25
L02

:kExcluding ST 1351.

at Petawawa, but LZ shorter than the controls at
Acadia. These differences in height $rere not significant at t}:re 57. leveL.
The correlation between the height of the open-pollinated controLs and the
hybrids from the same mother trees was low and nonsignificant for Watabeag
Lake and Lake Abltibi nateriaLs at both Petawawa and Acadia.
open-pol-linated control-s

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion drawn by Fowler (1965) that red pine shows l-ittle
or no inbreeding depression after sel-fing must be nodified. At age 9 years
from seed the red pines in thLs experiment exhibited a significant, 8 percent, depression in growth. This inbreedLng effect is still- remarkably
smalJ-, conslderlng that selfing in red pine resuLted in normal- seed set'

gernination and survival-.
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TABLE

6.

AT LAKE ABITIBI, ONT., SHOT{ING
8-YEAR HEIGHT AT PETAWAI,IA FOREST EXPERI},IENT STATION AND IO-YEAR
HEIGHT AT ACADIA FOREST E)GERIMENT STATION
INTERPROVENANCE HYBRIDS MADE

Male

40
40
42

Pa.

Planted

Open

I"laine
Local-

42
43

Number
Mean

male

42

Acadia F.E.S.
of plants

Petawawa F.E.S.
Number of plants

Parent
Fe-

Open

Maine

Livlng ht

cm

Mean

Pl"anted Living

ht

cm

1r-5

8

;

10;

8
8

8
8

12

11

79

l_5

15

4
8

4

I

104
93

7

6

,:t

t_5

L5

82
6

5

116

2;

1;

ro2

l_1

Ll_

t_1_1

9

8
6

109
111

Trout Lake,

44

Wis.
44
45

0pen
Petawawa

F.E.S., Ont.

20

19

106

45
46
46
47

Open

20

20

3

3

New York

20
30

Open

20

20
30
19

87
95
92
96

Maine
Open

47

IzL

t1t

2

9
6

9L

9

6

114
L22

Welghted nean

hybrids
controls

96x
90*

hybrids/controls (pereent)

106

l_15
l_1_6

99

*Excluding trees 40, 43 and 44.

In general-, the growth rate of interprovenance hybrids of red pine
intermediate
is
between the growth rates of the parent provenances. This
provided
experiment
no evi-dence of heterosis. On the contrary the signifipositive
cant
correlation between the height of selfings and intraprovenance
hybrids and the significant negative correlation between the height of
intra- and interprovenance hybrids support the supposition that the system
governing the growth of red pine is prirnarily additive. Interprovenance
hybridization does not appear to be a very promising method of increasing
the growth of red pine.
Al-though this study rras not designed as a provenance trial, it
is evi.dent that rel-ativel-y srnall but significant differences in gror^tth
exist between provenances. The two fastest-Browing provenances at Petawawa
were from Aurora, Minn., and Curran, Mich., and were 102 taller than average

at 9 years of
,

The

age.

ability to establish

trees or a few scattered trees

new stands
seems to be a
49

after fire from pioneer singLe
characteristic of red pine.

Such a reduction in the local- breeding population results in increased ln.breeding, reduces the frequency of deleterious recessive genes and favors
the ability to se1-f-pollinate. Thus red pine has good set of, sound seed
after sel-f-poJ-Linati.on, and the resultant selfings are healthy with onl-y a
moderate reduction in growth. In a species that is highly homozygous a high
degree of unlformity ls expected. This is true of red pine for nost of the
traits studied.
Red pine shows broad regional- adaptatlon and broad regional differwell as random occurrence of tralts. This nodel. explains the random
occurrence of fast- and slow-growing provenances within seed zones in the Lake
States (nudott L957). Provenance hybridization ls not a promising nethod of
increasing growth and yieLd, but further testing of provenances is. Preferably these should be careful-ly executed stand tests based on single-tree

ences as

progeny tests.
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DISCUSSION

Gabriel:

I would like to ask both Morgenstern and Fowler if they recal-l
what criteria they used in naklng the parental selectlon within
provenances and for sel-ecting the seed trees they used for their
controls.

Morgenstern: The basic criterion in black spruce was the production of
female flowers. There was no random selection.
Gabriel:

Yet you lrere studylng height-growth dif f erence?

Morgenstern:

No, we did not sel-ect the parents from the polnt of view of
looking for good features. I{e were simply looking for the
parents that produced female flowers and maLe flowers.

Fowler:

Our work

Khalil:

Wtrat do the
ttclassestt?

Morgenstern:

It was the proportion of the tree that was subjected to winter
dryingi I have a more detail-ed description. It ran something
l-ikE this: Class 1, no darnage; CLass 2, light damage; some of
the needl-es and buds were kil-l-ed in the upper portion of the
tree that was exposed to drying winds; and thls went all the
l.ray up to Class 5 where all the upper needles and buds were
killed.

Zsuff a'.

It seems to me normal to expect such J-arge differences in
growth and other characterlstics depending on the test location in the species with such a wide range as black spruce.
I woul-d think that if such interprovenance crosses were
made, they should be made for certain Locations.

Morgenstern:

The conditions under which the black spruce were grown were
somewhat unusual and perhaps not typical of Petawawa. The
greenhouse experiment was conducted under a 2O-hour photoperiod; so this environment ln a way simulated a northern
envlronment, although perhaps the temperatures trere too high.
The local cllmate in the nursery seems to slmuLate a northern
environnent as wel-l. On the whole, I certainly have to agree
that we need to rnake hybrids for speclfic environnents and that
this ls the only chance of utilizing provenance hybrldization
as one of the breeding methods.

Valentine:

These comparisons
of hybrid progeny

with red pine material- was basically the same. The
criterion for selection at Kane, Pa., was that the sel-ected
trees have enough strobil-i to work with. Most of the trees
that rnet this requiresent were broad-crowned ttborder" trees.
figures in your table represent

and what

are the

in most cases have been based upon the means
in rel-ati.on to those of controJ- groups. I
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was wondering how the amount of variation in the hybrids
compares with that of the eontrols, and how thls wouLd affect
the selection in the second generation in which one night
expect to find trees with superior growth. Under some condi-

tions hybridization doesn't look promislng initially,
or l-ater generation night prove worthwhile.

but a

second
Morgenstern:

I think they night be promising, but one has to weigh the
alternatives.

Val-entine:

trlas the variance considerably

Morgenstern:

No, it wasnrt. Most of the variation was contributed by the
provenance component, but the variance component of progenies
in provenances was still- large. So there is a possibility for
sel-ection; and if one thlnks that thls was promising, one has
to wei-gh the degree of effort. At the moment our effort here
is limited. If we had additional funds and personnel, we could
intensify the effort; but I would certainly emphasize that now
we are not prepared to do so.

Valentine:

I asked this question ls based on personal
observations of PopuLus hybrids at Harvard Forest, both interspecific and interprovenance hybrids. In most cases one
wouldnrt think this nethod worthwhil-e, but one or two trees
from one of the interspecific crosses are so obvj.ously much
better than their ful-l siblings or unrel-ated hybrids that it
seems worthwhile to select the individual progeny rather than
to select on the basis of a parent contrlbution to a progeny

larger i.n the hybrids?

One reason why

group.

Ledig:

I want to ask a question of Don Fowler and Mark Holst that ls
slmilar to your question. !'Ias the variance in the lnterprovenance hybrids greater than the variance within provenances?
In other words, \flas lnterprovenance hybridization useful in
increasing the amount of variance in red pine; that is,
individual tree variance?

Fowler:

There appears to be a slight increase in variance in the interprovenance hybrids. This results, at least in part, from a
snall increase in the numbers of ttabnormaltt (usuall-y stunted)
seedlings. It rnay be possibl-e to create popuLations that
have a greater potential- for selection, but the possibilities

are still- rather l-imited.

Critchfleld: I would f-ike to ask any of the speakers if they encountered
any cases of crossing barriers between provenances with species
that have been discussed.
Morgenstern: There did not seem to be any crossing barrler ln black spruce;
in fact, the seed set was quite high - 10 to 20 or 30 fllled
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seed, per cone, and that was the average
spruce under a normal situation.
!'Ioessner:

r,tre

got for

bl-ack

!'Iith 1ob1o11-y, I wouLd say there was none. The wide-cross
material was screened in the greenhouse and actually there
were no more mutants than in the open-pollinated plots. There
was no indication at all that we had any trouble naking the
crosses themselves.

Nilsson:

I would say that the variance in the provenance crosses qras
very small as compared with the Local crosses in which you
also have small variation; but lf you have open-poJ-lination'
there was a very big variation ln the nursery and this is
probably inbreeding effects.

Yeatman:

is no evidence of crossing barriers in jack pine. In
the early years of predominantl-y femal-e flowering the seed per
cone from al-l- conbinations was quite high for provenances
growing at Petawawa. But if I can comrnent briefly on the
point concerning variation, I do have tabul-ar vaLues for
coefficient of variation on tree heights for one of the
experiments. They have not been analyzed, but it ls clear
that the better provenances, including the Local Petawawa
source, have low values for coefficient of variation. Iligher
values are associated with the slower-growing Provenances
fron high latitudes and the Maritimes. There is a negative
correlation betr^reen coefflcient of variation and growth at
Petawawa. Among the provenance hybrids the variation is no
greater and no less than in the provenance controls. Some of
the hybrids have generall-y 1ow values in the order of 10 to I27";
others have relatively high values, around 202. So there
doesnrt appear to be any great difference in the varlability
within provenance hybrids as compared with the controls.

K.I.ein:

This is a speculative question. I have always thought that
hybrids night have the greatest val-ue for producing double
hybrids or crosses with hybrids because you will release the
variabllity that comes together in the first hybridization,
and I wondered lf any of the speakers have contempl-ated making
crosses using the hybrid trees ln the experinent. You get,
I think, a lot of variation among the gametes fron any
parent because of the recombination.

Fowler:

l,le have been lnvol-ved with some work wf-tt. Lari,r at the species
level. one of our most promising crosses is (Laris Lorieina x
L. Leptolepi,s) x tr. deeidua. The variance of the hybrid
material- is large (probabl-y resulting from recombination in
Ehe fenale parent). We appear to get a normal- lncrease in
variance plus up to 257" abnormal (often dwarf seedlings).
Only if the rrdwar,fsrt are removed from the hybrid and control
popul-ation do the hybrids appear heterotic. The popul-ations

There

s3

possibilities for indivldual tree selection,
especially if they can be propagated vegetatively.
do provide good
trrloessner:

I just have a general cotrment. ttrhat we are seeing in the F-l
might not be what we are going to see ln the F-2 because you
have to xeaLize that all- genes that are fixed in each population are not glving you any variance in that population; and
when you cross thern to make the F-1, you are not getting any
variance. When you cross these F-lfs among themsel-vesr you
might really get an explosion, and release a tremendous amount
of variability. I think I would s4y not to give up yet on
interprovenance hybrids .

Teich:

I think one of the previous points has not real-ly been
emphasized. When you perform a hybrid cross, you may on the
average get only a small amount of heterosis, say 5 or 6 to
102; but if you looked at the individual hybrids within some
provenance crossesr you night find some with nuch more. This
is essentially what happens with hybrid corn. ,When hybrid
vigor was first examined in corn, the average of these hybrids
was only about 152. But some individual- crosses had tremendous
amounts of hybrid vigor. It r^rould be interesting to see ln
the hybrid data of forest trees how the individual hybrids
within the provenance cross compared with the average of the
parents; and it may be that certain crosses have remarkable
heterosis and in some cases this could be perpetuated on a
production basis by vegetative propagation.

Morgenstern:

I must say I am very skeptical about Provenance hybridization.
Falconer in his book points out that one makes the assumPtion
that heterosis is the resul-t of dominance variance and that one
eliminates inbreeding when crossing popuJ-ations. Therefore,
the focus of our attenti-on is dominance, and epistasis is

He points out that even though we may get an
improvement in characters like growth, plants are complex
organisms and they are real-ly not dependent only upon growth.
There are many other factors that we must watch. Thlngs like
survival, hardiness, resistance to insect pests, and this is'
I, think, the big problem that we haven't touched. trIe also
have no experiments that make a complete interpretat,ion
possible. We dontt know what effect epistasis has, and
epistasis will no doubt have a very large effect if we
consider organisms like forest trees that have to coPe with
a large number of environmental situations even at the same
sit,e. This is quite a different situatlon than in corn, where
we have an annual crop that goes through an almost predictable
type of environment in one year. So I thlnk we shoul-d be very
skeptical- untlL we have a much better tool- to work with on the
complete genetics of the speeies.

neglected.

Lester:

I will talk a Little more about some of these points this
afternoon, but 1et me add to Chris Morgensternts corflment to
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that much of what we have heard this morning has
dealt with growth as one variable. If we look at the results
of hybrldization for a variety of traits, we will find that
intermediacy is something that may be extremely useful to us;
and I point to the Korean experiments with Pinus rigida x taeda.
Hybridizatlon produces progeny which are intermediate; yet the
improvement of form as compared wlth P. rigida and i-mprovement
of hardiness as compared with P. taeda represent significant
genetic gains.
emphasize

Woessner:

do have some data as far as comparing the percentage superiority within source crosses is concerned. This is on the
basls of individual full-sibs and the J-argest superiorlty with
the Pledmont femal-es Lras 167,; in other words, an individual
ful-l--sib within provenance cross exceeded the average of the
wind-pollinated parents by L67. Looking at the betweenVJe

provenance crosses,

the largest was L57..

So wl-th

the Piedmont

really havenrt gained anything. I would say the
same situation occurred in the coastal females since the full-sib within provenance crosses had the largest positlve deviation.
femalesr you

Fraser:

I would l-ike to direct this question to Kris. Perhaps the
other speakers would add their conments about the eval-uation
of the criteria we are uslng. The term growth, for the most
part, is applied to aplcal growth,,but there are perhaps
also differences in distribution of photosynthates. llave you
evaluated your material- in terms of total productivity?

Morgenstern:

We

Yeatman:

of the real values of the early provenance hybrids in
jack pine will be to provide information on the effects of
natural- hybridization fol-l-owing transfer of seed or plants
over a l-atltudinal- or clirnatic difference. This will be of
direct use to the operational- foresters either in pernittlng
them fl-exibil-ity in seed movement or as a warning that certain
movements should be avoided to prevent the generation of Less

have not done so.

One

productive hybrids within i.ndigenous populatlons.

Nienstaedt:

I wonder if any of the speakers have considered or have been
able to consider in thelr studies the genotype-environment
interaction, and to compare the responses of the hybrld in
dif f erent environments ?

Morgenstern: I have not considered genotype-environment interactlon since
I was dealing with only one environment at a tine. I certainly
agree that if we made a very systenati.c study, this is what
we would have

Ledig:

to

do.

in your short-term experiment in which you used three or
four artificial- environments, you dld get a genotype-environment interaction, correct?
Ron,
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[,Ioessner:

Yes, if you recall Fig. 4 (oral presentation), you can see
evidence of the genotype-environmental interaction because
of the switching that takes pl-ace.

Fowler:

Probably one of the greatest benefits from that Lob1o1-J-y
material would be just the utilization of rust resistance
incorporation of that into the better-adapted popul-ation.

and

Woessner:

Right, and I al-so think that, for those individuals who would
like to plant lobJ-olly in possibl-y the top of zone 6 and into
Tennessee, by crossing material from the southern part of the
range with material from the northern part they could generate
useful crosses sirnil-ar to those described in spruce. Here,
you are using a hybrid outside that area in which you would
naturally grow the parents.

Yeatman:

The hybrid environment interactions in the jack pine material
were quite extreme and very obvlous. Any hybrid with a
southern parent will be subject to col-d damage when planted
in the north. It seems to be a fairly additive situation rather
than heterotic, at least in the F-L generation. What will
happen in the F-2 T dontt know. If I can just nake a brief
conlnrent on the Korean situation, which will be dlscussed this
afternoon. The Pinus rigidn x taeda hybrids are hardy and
grow well in central south Korea, but they are of no value
in the north, where it is too col-d, nor in the south, where
P. taeda is preferred. Thls is a situation where it is a
hybrid of exotic species whieh fits the intermediate environment. A very different idea from the testing of provenance
hybrids within the area of natural distribution of the species
concerned.

Lester:

But, again it is a multivariate situatlon. trIe may accept some
compromise in growth to offset gains in other traits through
hybridization. You have to look at more than one variable.
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INTERSPECIFIC H\tsRIDIZATIO! IN FOREST TREES:
POTENTIAL NOT REALIZED

D.M. Schnitt

U.S. Forest Senuiee
Northeas tez,n Forest Erpertment Station
Upper Dazby, Pennsgluoia

I am aware that scientists are supposed to be objecti've. Indeed,
objectivity is admirable in any discussion, but more often honored in the
breach than in the observance. In any case my administrative status should
relieve me, in part, of responsibility for strict objectivity. I call this
to your attention because ny title asserts a conclusion; and, of course, it
it simply a personal one.
It has been said that if one uses material from a single source, it
ls plagiarism; but if one uses two or more, it is research. Since I hope to
develop a contrapuntal theme of interspecific hybrid,ization research and
application, it will be necessary to review briefly interspecific hybridlzation researchl so at least the charge of plagiarism can be avoided.
Many, including some plant geneticists, think that genetics research
with Father Mendel. In fact, leaving aside the Assyrians and the
Egyptians and their date palms, experimental genetlcs became conceptually
possible in the late 17th century when Camerarius proposed an essentially
correct theory of sexuality in plants. But it was left to Linnaeus to attempt
plant hybridization experimentally. His attempts were partially suceessful.
Two of his successful species crosses produced completely sterile hybrids and thus began a fund of information on interspecific hybridization.

began

The innediate purpose of Linnaeusr investigations, however, was to
demonstrate sexuality in plants, a concept that nevertheless r^ras not fulLy
accepted until the late 18th century. But his observations and those of his
students on hybrid performance, incl-uding failure of attenpted crosses, partial to complete sterility of hybrid progeny, and poor hybrid vigor when the
plants were subjected to competition, served a secondary purpose: to support
the unique species creation theory.

Thus, as an outgrowth of the effort to relate experimentally sound
data to an erroneous concept of the origin of species, a curious, almost
modern, approach to plant taxonomy developed. On finding that two species
crossed readily, producing viable progeny, pre-Mendel-ian botanists were prone
to question the specific status of one or both parents. Not to do so would
adurit that crossability and hybrid fertility contributed to a speciation
process. Since the conventional wisdom of the time postul-ated a single act
of creation, crossability informati.on r^ras constructed into a crude but recognizable paradigm of a modern biospecies concept.
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Conventional wisdom is remarkably persuasive, yet requires continuous
reinforcement. Consequently investigators between 1700 and J-900, rvhen
Mendel was rediscovered, developed a substantial literature on plant hybridization, including interspecific hybridization. .Focke provided a bibliographic
treatment, including Mendelts papers, in 1890.r Without in any way disparaging in the many contributions of this period, I will mention only Kolreuter,
because he spent a lifetirne in the field and had summarized by L949 most of
the empirical observations in interspecific hybridizati-on, which many of us,
I included, have published again; and Thomas Andrew Knight because he very
nearly anticipated Mendelrs discoveries.

Kolreuterrs observations on species crossing may be grossly srrtumarLzed as follows: the difficulty of producing hybrids crudely approximates
the taxonouric affinities of the parental- species; i.e., the more closely
related they are, the more likely a successful cross; hybrid characters are
generally intermediate between the same characters in the parents; interspecific hybrids'are frequently, though not always, sterile; fertile hybrids
produce less seed than the parent species; hybrids are often considerably
more vigorous than the parent species in some traits; intercrossing fertile
hybrids produces extremely variable progeny.
Knightrs contributi.ons to plant hybtidLzation deserve mention because
they illustrate how zeal to apply research in the short run can have the
effect of foreclosing long-term possibilities. tlis plant hybridization work
began about 1820. Like Mendel, he recognized the value of peas as an experimental organism; like Mendel, but unlike any of his predecessors, he was able
to produce and handle sizeable populations; like Mendel, he noted individual
plant charaeters; like Mendel, he intercrossed hybrid progeny and observed
recombination and segregat.ion in the second generation. Unlike }dendel,
however, he did not attempt to explain his observationsl rather he recognized
a splendid opportunity to make selections from the l-arge atray of recombinations at his di-sposal. And this is what he did, e"xtending the principles
to other species of agricultural or horticultural interest in England.

- The foregoing information on pre-Mendelian plant hybrldization was
culled from Robertsr (L929) fascinating book on the subJect. The commentaries
are my own, but Roberts does state the pre-Mendelian research on plant
hybridization was devoted largely t,o taxonouy, incompatability, and pollination mechanisms, and hardly at all, except the contributions of Knight and
the Vilnorin family, to breeding possibilities and their development.
INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION RESTILTS

IN FORXST TREES

I will refrain from attenpting to draw a parallel between past
research interest in interspecific hybridization and that which has prevailed
since 1910, except to suggest that such a parall-el is at least possible. But
rCited by Robents (1929).
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Shullrs and Jonest contributions to hybrid corn firmly fixed hybridization
and heterosis in the plant breederrs lexicon.
Early North American forest tree breeders, with few exceptions'

knew how they would produce improved trees - by interspecific hybridization.
In retrospect it seems they had little understanding of heterosis or the
operant conditions J-eading to it. Since the mechanism of heterosi-s is still

unclear, they can hardly be faulted for not understandlng it. However, the
operant conditions inducing heterosis were sufficiently well known by L9I2
that East and Hayes (L9L2) were able to propose the first of several theories
concerning the genetic basis of heterotic behavior.

In addition to faith that interspecific hybridization woul-d result
in heterosis, the early tree breeders maintained what appears now to be a
rather slmple definitlon of heterosis t vi-z hybrid superiority in vigor relative to both parents. Consequently, the early tree hybridization experiments
consisted of a more or less indiscriminate crossing of comnercial tree
species. Moreover, these efforts as well as most present ones r^tere cursed
with the same problem that afflicted pre-Mendelian hybridizers - difficulty
in producing hybrid populations large enough to eval-uate as populations
rather than as individuals. The publ-ished results of these early efforts
(e.g., Bey and Lorenz L970, llinckler L952, Schnitt 1968, Derr 1966, Little

and Somes 1951, Johnson 1955, Shearer L966, Stark L964, tr{right 1959' ZobeL
et al. L956, Rehfel-dt and Lotan 1970) tended to dispel- early hopes of utilizing heterosis in tree-breeding. There were and are some strlking exceptions
to the monotonous tenor of these reports, notably the case of Austrian x
Japanese red pi-ne hybrids in Michigan (lJright et al. L969) and that of poplar
hybrids (Schreiner L952). Strictl-y speaking, the latter are not trul-y the
products of heterosis, but rather of selection in hybrid populations.

Must we then abandon heterosis ln tree-breeding? I do not think
we can answer this question now. But we cannot afford 30 to 40 more years
of survey research in species hybridization, in the hope of hitting sone
j ackpots.
Prudence suggests that tree hybridizers take advantage of (1) the
fairJ-y substantial- and excell-ent body of crossability and incompatibility
information that exists now - thanks !o the same 30 to 40 years of hybrid

research - and (2) the adnittedl-y theoretical, but nevertheless useful,
constructs of the mechanism of heterosis contributed by crop, but not forest'

geneticists.

Quantitative geneticists, for example, define a heterotie response
as a deviation of the mean population hybrid from the midparent value.
Forest-tree hybridizers, by searching onl-y for a positive devlation fron both
parents, have consistently overlooked one-third and possibly tr,Jo-thirds of
potential heterotic responses, thereby significantLy dirninishing their oPportunities to understand heterosis and to exploit that knowledge.
Cress (1966) util-lzed a crop breeder's definltion to devel-op a model
for evaluating heterotic response based on parental genetic diversity (dlfferences in the frequeneies of all-el-es in the two parental populations and their

genotypic values). Whether it is a reasonable nodel, I cannot say; but tf
forest-tree breeders intend to utilize heterosis, they must develop guides
for achieving it., t.echniques for recognizing the full range of het.erotic
response, and breeding programs that incorporate heterotic breeding at one

or

more

points in the total

program.

Before we leave heterosis, it is worth noting that the one or tl,ro
well-documented cases in forest trees (llrlght et al-" L969, Jeffers L97L)
involve samples of parental- popul-ations known with a high degree of confidence
to be genetical-Ly diverse on a population basis. Subsequently the hybrid
progenies have been evaluated on sites alien to at least one and usually both
parent popul-ations. The contribution of genetic diversity in parent populations (which can crudely be assumed to exist in the absence of Any opportunity
for gene exchange) to heterosis has been observed often enough to be used as
a guide for heterotic breeding: we are less certain concerning the utility
of the "hybridized habitat'r for this purpose.
Andersonrs (1949) monograph on lntrogressive hybrldizati-on introduced
the hybridized habitat concept to explain more or less persistent populatlons
of natural hybrlds. Subsequentl-y the concept has been employed, though often
less convincingly, for the same purpose. But forest geneticists have not yet
advanced a theory to explain gene-environment interactions. In shortr enpirical results can be and are explained in terms of the hybridized habitat when
this conditLon can reasonabLy be presumed to exist; but the theory in its
present form cannot predict what will constitute a hybrtd habitat ln advance
of the projected cross. Fortunately some of the recent provenanee research
(e.g., Fryer and Ledlg L972, Roche L969) is designed to provide a much better
understanding of gene-environment interaction.

If efforts to achieve useful heterosis in hybrids of forest trees
not particul-arly successful, they a]-so rrere not l^tithout value. It has
been amply demonstrated that desirable characteristics of one parent species,
lacking in the other, can be transmitted to the hybrid progeny. Disease
resistance (Derr 1966, Jewell and Mallett L964, Dinus L972> and insect resistance (Libby 1958) can, at least in some cases, be readily transmitted to
hybrid progeny. Adaptability of a desirable speci.es can also be improved
by hybridlzation $rith a hardy but less desirabl-e species (Hyun L969>. Tree
breeders have also observed that the effects of selection in populations
prior to hybridizatTon are reflected in the progeny (Nilsson and Andersson
L970, Schmitt l-968, Righter and Duffiel-d l-951). By themselves these observations may seem trlvial to a modern geneticist, but they are potentially inportant for a breeder. Interspecific hybridlzation is an obvlous mechanism for
transferring desirable genes into a native population that Lacks them. And
parental selection is a usefuL hedge against introducing r:ndesirable genes
into the same population.

r^rere

PROBLEMS

IN

TIIE APPLICATION OF INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION

IN

TREE-BREEDING

On balance, then, our thrmbnail sketch of interspecific hybridization
in forest trees has revealed some disappoinEments as well as useful- research

yet very few forest tree-breeding programs utilize interspecific hybridizatlon. At first, of course, there hlas a well-justified
concern that the hybrids woul-d prove to be sterile. By 1958' however,
Stebbins could generalize that in woody plants, hybrid inviability and sterility rdere poorly developed" And by the 1960's it was apParent, that nany
interspecific hybrids of forest trees were quite fruitful.

accomplishments;

But if hybrid sterility in its most aggravated form is not a problem,
a related problern appears in the form of reduced seed set in F1 crosses
(Snyder and Squillace 1966, Hanover and trIilklnson 1969). When this problem
appeared in a breeding program for pine reproduction weevil resistancer the
geneticist resorted to backcrossing to one of the parents with much improved
seed yields and little or no loss in insect resistance (f,itby 1958). The
example illustrates not just a plausibl-e andr in thls case, realist.ic solution
to the seed-set problem, but a refusal to bal-k, like a faulty, steeplechase
runner, at a hurdle cormnon to all- forest tree breeding - the relatively
long interval between generations of forest trees.
Though there are several excell-ent forest tree breeding programs in
North America, forest-genetics research has been chiefly directed to whatt
for lack of a better term, I will call- Itthe nohr generationrr. The result has
been some good research, but few long-term research programs and consequently
a relative absence of long-term breeding plans. Gradually we are flnding
that the generation interval is not quite as long as we thought it might be'
and there are strong indications that, if we choose to do sor we can reduce
it substantially through breeding (Stern 1961, Greene 1967).

But lf the long generati-on problem is not as critical as it once
seemed, there still- remain some formidable practical probl-ems related .to th.e
production of sizeable popt{Lations of interspecific hybrids. I'lhen there are
large differences in flowering phenology betrueen parents, one must resort to
the use of st.ored pol-len and controlled pollinations. There have been relatively few mass pollination attempts, and the one I am a\,tare of was not very
successful (l,Iakeley et al. L965). Long-term storage techniques (exeeeding
1 year) are available for many coniferous species (Snyder 1-961' CaLlahan and
Steinhoff L966, Fechner and Funsch L966), but more research on pollen storage
of hardwood species is required. Results to date are interesting (Pyanitskii
1947, Ledig et al. LITL) but stil-l fal-l short of the need for malntaining
hardwood pollen vlabil-ity for I or more years.

is still- another potential- problem in producing populations
of interspeeific hybrids. For some species conbinations there w111 be an
absolute restrlcti-on on the choice of seed or pol-I-en Parent. Speeies'crosses
rnay succeed ln one directlon onl-y. If it is assumed, that reciprocal crosses
have no genetic differences,'dlfflculties will occur when the availability
of seed parents or pollen dictates the dlrection of the cross.
There

I'TILIZING

HYBRIDS

Thus far I have suggested that hybridization, especially interspecific hybridization, could be employed in tree-breeding programs. One
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can conceive of three broad possibtlities: (1) as a tool in support of
breeding in which hybridization is not an important part of the total program;
(2) as a means of producing hybrid populations that are intended to be the
source of improved material-; and (3) as an essential component of a long-range
breeding program.

Hybridization as a tool in support of a breeding program would likely
be considered when a desirable character is present in one segment. of the

gene resource availabl-e but absent frdm an othenirise improved popuLation.
Disease and Lnsect resistance, adaptabilityn chemical or cytoplasmic properties, etc., are exampl-es of characters that come to mind in this context; or
a partlcular problem in a breeding programr.,such as poor seed production,
may be sol-ved by hybridizatlon. The pine reproduction weevil case, already
cited, nel-ded both these approaches. - In peanut-breeding, interspecific
hybridization is empl-oyed to bypass an incompatibility barrier (Banks 1973).
Sinilar possibilities exist in forest trees. Sonderegger pine, for example,
a rather undf-stinguished hybrid of longleaf and 1ob1-o11-y pine, crosses readily
with other southern pines (Schrnitt 1968).
More often, however, the hybridization process has been considered
as a najor couponent of the breeding program, and the hybrid population is
intended to be the source of improved material. l{tth this obJective, at
l-east thro approaches are possible. In one, hybridization is merely a sexual
process ernployed to assemble an extremely diverse population, which is then
subjected to intenslve single-tree selection. Sel-ected trees are subsequently
cloned to produce populations of improved material. Hybridization presunably
produees a wider array of material from which to select than is available in
native populations. For species that are easily propagated vegetatively ease of vegetatLve propagation is a requireaient that is a major restri.ction - this approach would lend itself well to subsequent line-breeding for
type, and breeders with a number of diverse breeding objectives might find

it interesting.

A second approaeh in the use of hybridization for improvement would
be a repetition of the original hybridization cycle. Whether this would be
efficient or how soon it woul-d become grossly inefficient is not known. We
are currently revlewing the possibl-e al-ternatives for further improvement
in the Northeastern Stationfs hybrid poplar program, which was founded on
intensive selection of hybrid poplar populations.
Most forest species, however, are not readily ProPagated vegetatively. Programs intending to euploy hybrids expected, as mentioned, heterotic F1 hybrids from seed. More conventional- approaches are possible. Intensive sel-ection in parent populations before hybridization would probably
result j.n considerable improvement. Alternatively, intensive selection in
F1 populations resul-ting from nonsel-ected parents could be employed to form
a superior foundation popul-ation. Cl-early both could be combined in a single
program. Unfortunatel-y, the research that would tell the breeder what he
could expect has never been done. What is worse, in the absence of sizeable
populations of advanced generation hybrids, the necessary research will not
be possible.
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Finally, hybridization may be used as a component in a total breeding
program. In this context lts primary function would be to restore vigor (take
advantage of heterosis) and to provide opportuniti-es for selection in recurrent selection schemes. Some of the possibil-ities are outlines in Andrus
(1e63).

CONCLUSION

of

To be candid, it is unlikely that eperational-.solutions for some
the hybridization probfems mentioned will appear in the near future. It

would be tragic, however, if research organizations were to allow efficiency
considerations to deter them from genetics, particularly population geneticst
research on hybrid popul-ations. Unfortunately, short-termr aPProachable
researeh has been the rule, and the rule seems to persist.
has been that forest-genetics research, with
(Shelbourne
1969) has not contributed to the formulation of
few exceptions
complete breeding programs. And it is in this context that hybridization
wil-l make a cri-tical contribution to the genetic irnprovement of forest trees.
The

practical result

trn concluding a 1958 paper on the same subject Duffield and Snyder
(1958) said, "Benefits to American forests credited to hybridization are few
and not too impressive.tt Almost 2O years later little can be added to this
s tatement..
Perhaps hre are now at the stage where long-range, well-thought-out
programs of research on hybrid populations can be developed. I hope so,
because the experience of crop breeders suggests that hybridization will be
required by forest-tree breeders after several cycl-es of breeding; more
important, fundamental information concerning the nature of genetic variance
and its transmission and potentiation by the environment could be employed
in the development of efficient breeding programs any time the informatlon
became available, and genetic analysis of hybrid populations could expedite
in an important way the formulation of such information.
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Int,erspecific hybridization extends the Linits of variability in
the gene pool beyond those of any one species. Thus it is particularly valuable in tree-breeding when a trai-t needs to be augmented or diminished or
when it is desirable to combine two or more traits. Moreover, heterosis is
fairly co "non in forest tree hybrids and can have practical value.
However, utilization of genetic divergence often introduces the
of overconing hybridity barriers that have devel-oped through the
of evolution. The use of a third species as a bridge may be practical, but it can also extend the time required to develop a new variety or
introduce undesirable characteristics that reduce the value of the hybrid.

problem
process

There are two general- types of internal, genetical-l-y controll-ed
barriers to hybridity in forest trees. These are incompatibility and
lnvlability.

Incompatibility, in the broad sense but not including vegetative
incompatibility, ls a genetically controlled fail-ure or partlal failure in
some process leading to fertiLization (Snyder 1972). This definition includes
both self- and cross-incompatibility. Both types are gene-controlled, but
whereas self-incompatibility involves a reaction foll-owing mating of gametes
with one or more similar alleles, cross-incompatibllity involves the mating
of excessively dissinilar genotypes.
Hybrid inviability includes any block occurring after zygote formation up to the time of reproductive maturity. It has been defined as the
lowering of somatic vigor due to aberrant developmental processes in hybrids
(nieger et a1. 1968). Only embryo inviability will be eonsidered in this
paper, eovering the period from fettlLization to germination.
Both these types of hybridity barrlers have been identified in forest
trees. The term trcrossabilitytt as used in tree-breeding applies to both
types and may be defined as the relative success in obtaining viable offspring
from cross-pollinations, especiall-y from interspecific ones (Snyder 1972).
The physiological basis of a crossability barrier depends on the
which
at
devel-opmental inhibitlon occurs. Therefore, it is first
necessary to establish precisely the point in seed development at which the
block occurs after pol-lination. Subsequent investigation of the biochenistry
st,age

of the incompatibility or inviability
of overconing the barrier.

phenomenon may
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indicate the possibility

INCOMPATIBILITY

The first major type of hybridity block, inconpatibllity, ls caused
by genetic information carried by the al-leles in the cel-l nucleus. The incompatibiltty genes are present in both the male and the fenal-e tissues. In
all lnconpatibility reactions, the infornation stored in the male and female
cells is the cause of the specificity of the reaction, the induciion of the
reaction, and the energetic and metabolic background of the reaction. These
finall-y lead to processes that prevent normal fertilization. The intensity
of the netabolic pathway leading to the reaction is affected by modifying
factors of the envlronment (Linskens 1965).
We know much more about self-incompatibility than we do about crossincompatibility. However, some recent studies of inconpatibility in anglosperm plants, including trees, show certain similarities in the genetic mechanism of self- and cross-incompatibility. Thus qre cannot ignore the information derived from the genetic and physlol-ogical study of self-incompatibility
in considering problems of interspecific hybridization.
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1\oo types of self-lneourpatibility are recogni,zed in the homomorphlc
flowering plants. In one type, the incompatibil-ity reaction of the pol-Len
is deternined by the genotype of the parent plant; i.e., there is sporophyt-ic
determination. Alternatlvely, it may depend on the genetic constitution.of
the pollen itself; i.e., it is deterrntned by the ganetophyte (AL1ard 1960).

In systems with sporophytic incompattbtlity, the specificity of the
reaction is imposed on the diploid mother cells, or earlier, and inhibi.tion
occurs on the stigma surface. Some pairs of alleles exhibit domlnance, others
act individuall-y, in both the male and the female organs. In systems with
gaxnetophytie incompatibility, the specificity of the reaction is imposed on
the haploid pollen grain and inhibition occurs during pollen-tube growth
through the style. There is always individual action of al-leLes in the styl-e
(Lewis L954, L956, Crowe L964).

Brewbaker (1957) observed a correlation bethreen pollen cytoJ-ogy and
the type of lncompatibility in homomorphic flowering plants. The sporophytic
type, with inhibition on the stigma surface, occurs prlrnarily in species with
tri-nucleate pollen grains. Gametophytic-type incompatibility, with inhibltion
roccurring during polJ-en-tube gr:owth in the style, is typieal- of speeLes with
binucleate pollen grains.

Stigmatic Reactions
Linskens (1965) concLuded that the sporophytic type of incompatibility, occurring on the stigmatic surface, fol-lows an imnunological reaction.
This relates to Sampsonrs (1962) hypothesis that the incompatibil-ity reactions
depend on the combination of complementary sites of pol1-en and stigma molecules, and that a molecular code exists whereby compatible pollen and stiguas

t'recognizett each

The reactlon must take place at the contact surface
papil-l-ae
between stigmatic
and the coat of the pollen grain.

other.

.

Proteins and enzymes are rapidly leached from the pollen grain onto
the germinating medium, even before tube growth begins (Makinen and Lewis
L962, Stanl-ey and Linskens 1-965). These diffusibl-e proteins have been found
in a wide range of angiospermous pl-ants and in pines. Initially, they were
believed to be Local-ized prlncipal-ly in the intine cell wall of the pol-len
grain (Knox and Hesl-op-Harrison 1971, Knox 1971), but more recentl-y, I(nox
and Heslop-Harrison (in press) have shown that such proteins, derived fron
the tapetal layer, nay be localized in the cavities within the pollen exlne.
The study of protein diffusion supports Sampsonrs concl-usion that
a recognition phenomenon occurs at the pollen-stigna interface. I(nox and
Heslop-Ilarrison (L97L) showed that pollen of PhaLwi.s rel-eased antigens,
which spread over the stignatic surface adJacent to ttre grains within 5 to
minutes of arrival. In this period, pollen tubes penetrated the stlgma in
compatible matings but failed to do so in incompatible matings.

10

The same phenomenon was demonstrated in
Lng PopuLus. Fluorescent micrographs of stigmas

various other genera, includof Populrc deLtoides showed
that pol-len tubes of Populus Alttnanensis (a conpatibLe mating) had penetrated
the stigma 24 hours after polllnation, whereas the tubes of PopuLus aLba (arr
incompatibl-e mating) had not. However, killed poll-en of the conrpatible type'
in mLxture with pollen of the incompatlbl-e type, furnished diffusible recognition substances to the stigma surface, enabling penetration and grohtth of
the incompatible pol-Len tubes (Knox et al. L972).

Ihe results extend Stettl-errs (1968) success with "mentorrr pol1-en
in overconing the incompatibillty barrier in poplar crosses and interpret
the rol-e of the inviabLe pollen as the supplier of recognition substances.
Destructi-on of the generative function of the pollen does not affect the wall
proteins that are the source of the recognition phenomenon.
Recognition or mentor poll-en has been successfull-y produced from
compatible pol-len by three nethods: (1) freezing to -18oC and thawing, the
process being repeated 6 to L2 tinesl (2) ganma irradiation at doses up to
1-00,000 rads; (3) 2-minute exposure to ether or anhydrous methanol (Stettler
1968, Knox et al. L972).
The teehnique was also applied successfully to overcome sporophytic
self-incompatlbil-ity in Cosmos and significantly increase seed set from
selfing (Ibox et al. L972). Thls suggests a functional slnilarity between
cross- and self-incompatibll-lty systems affecting poll-en germination
inhibition.

Pollen Tube Inhibition ln Conifers
I(nox and Heslop-Ilarrison (l-970) al-so found diffusible extracel-l-ular
pollen wall proteins in the genus Pinus but made no in oi.uo experiments with
"killed" pollen. Vidakovid is currently investigating pollen-tube inhibition
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in the incompatible crosses Pinus nigra x syLuesty"Ls and its reciprocal by
of the mentor or recognition pollen technique aL various levels of ganuna
irradiation.

use

qualitative differences in proteins exist in pine pollens of
different species, though electrophoretic and serological studies indicate
that the uraJor protein differences are between the two subgenera (Bingham
et al. L964, Hagman L967a). Differences have also been found between nucellar
extracts of incompatible species of pines in the concentrations of various
ami-no acids (l'tcWillian L959) and sugars (Chira and Berta 1965), but the
biological significance of the differences, if any, has not been deterrnined.
Some

Self-inconpatibiiity, though probably cormron in angiosperms, is
apparently nonexlstent in the conifers (Hagman I967b). In conifers, the
reaction to self-pollination, when it occurs, takes place after fertilization,
usually at a very early stage of embryo development, resulting in a high pro-

portion of so-called "emptyrr seed in the

cones.

In the pines, interspecific lncornpatlbllity has been verified by
microtechnique in ovules of at least seven species of hard pines in four of
the six subsections of Subgenus Pinus (Diploxylon pines). The nine species
combinations i.nclude two reciprocal-s and several crosses between subsections.
A11 six subsections are involved as ei-ther females or males (McWil-Liarn L959,
Hagman L964a, Hyun and Lee L964, Krugman L970, Vidakovi6 and Jurkovi6Bevilacqua L970). In one of these hard pine crosses, Pinus elliottii x n'Lgra,
the pollen germinated, but no penetration of the nucellus was observed. In
every other hard-pine cross, pollen-tube fallure occurred in the nucell-us.
In the soft-pine studies to date, there is no convincing evidence
of interspecific incompatibility. I have observed arrested pollen-tube
growth in ovules of P. strobus crossed with P. eembra, P. koreLensis and P.
fLerLli,s. But evaluation of a large array of crossing data showed that the
frequency of incomplete pollen-tube penetration of the nucellus was no greater
ln the species crosses than it was in the intraspecific controls (t<riebel
L972). Likewise, Ln Pinus peuee crosses, a block occurs after fertilization
(Hagman and Mikkol-a 1963) and earlier breakdown does not seem to be attributabl-e to genetic incoupatibility.
The positive identification of the inhibition stage during ovule
development in pines presents particular problems from the standpoint of
field and laboratory technique. Controlled po1-lination is especially difficult in the soft pines, and collection and histological work must wait until
the following year. the timing and frequency of ovul-e collection are critical, and large numbers of ovules and of serial sections within ovules must
be mounted, stained and sequentially examined. Thus a substantLal effort is
required to verify the specific dependence of a reaction on a particular
species combinati-on.

In the spruces, Mi-kkolars (Lg6g) work indicates that each incompatible species combination has its o\^rn mean and frequency distribution with
regard to the distance the pollen tubes penetrate the nucellus. The only
7o

within Pi,cea abies and P. glauca, artd
x glauca and its compatible but inviable
reciprocal. In both cases, significant differences were found in the degree
of penetration of the nucellus by the po1Len tubes.

were of crosses
between the ineompatible P. abies

statistical tests

In certain species combinations of spruce reported by Mikkola (L969,
L972) and Kossuth and Fechner (L973), proembryos or embryos were observed
in some ovules of each cross, whereas pollen-tube failure was seen in others.
The extent to which fertilization and embryo development occurred varied with
the species cross. Though more close-interval, chronologlcally sequentialcomparisons are needed between the hybrids and intraspecifi0 controls, the
results seem to indicate that two najor types of barrier can exist in the
same cross. This apparent redundancy of isolation mechanisms in spruce hybrid
crosses contrasts h/ith the single mechanism for.rnd in pines, i.€., ineompatibility in hard pines and inviabi.lity in soft pines.
Intra:s tylar Inhibition- in

Egrrdwoods

In hardwood tree species, arrested pollen-tube developnent after
initial stylar penetration has been reported in several- genera. The systen
was identified in BetuLa by Hagrnan, whose work is particularly significant
beeause of its biochemi-ca1- inplications. Hagman thought that the application
of serological methods to incompatibility in plants by l"fdkinen and Lewls
(L962) could be extended to forest trees. He therefore investigated antigenantibody reactions in pollen-tube inhibition in birches. l,Iith the aid of
fluorescent antibody technique, he was able to localize serologically-active
substances in or on the tip of the po1-len tube. His resul-ts seemed to confirm
the idea that some of the substances involved in the incompatibility reaction
are sLtuated on the pollen-tube membrane (Hagman L963, L964b, L967a).

speculated that the incourpatibility reaction is dependent
on a highl-y specifi.c system of interaction between the enzymes of the pol-len
tube and the substrate in which it is growing. Both the formatlon of the
enzyme and the structure of the substrate woul-d allow very sPecific reaction
patterns to be involved. The products of an enzymic reaction can inhibit
the reaction by being bound specifically to the active site of the enzyme
molecule. Thus he speculated that the progress of an enzlmatic reaction
associated with the penetration of the pol-len tube coul-d be dependent on the
genetically controlled stereochemieal structure of the enzyme as well- as the
complementary formation of its substrate.
Hagman

Tn ALnus, interspecific incompatibility exists and ls of the type
in Betula. In crosses between Al.nus gLutLnosa (L.) and both AT.rtus
inetta (t.) Uoench and ALru*s ntbra Bong., polLen-tube growth is retarded in
comparison with intraspecific crosses (Hagnan 1970). $lhan A, gLuti.nosa is
polJ-inated with A. incwta pollen, viabl-e seed yield ls either ni1 or nearly
so, whereas a snall- percentage of viable seed can be obtained from the reciprocal cross. The cross A. glutinosa x ntbra is completely sterile, whereas,
again, the reci,procal cross ln slightly fertile. The incompatibility varies
with individual- trees and environmental conditions (Ehrenberg et aL. 1955'

found

Hagman 1970)

7L

l-ittle about crossability barriers in other deciduous forest
trees.
families, including the Fagaceae and Aceraceae, have binucleate
pollen grains and probably have a gametophytic system of self:incompatibility.
Retarded pollen-tube growth was reported in hybrids of Querew by Piatnitsky
(L947). The nature of the reactions underlying the incomplete crossability
barriers in Castotea (Jayles 1964) has not been investigated.
We know

Most

Methods

of

Overcoming Arrested Pollen-tube GrowtE

Pollen-tube inhibition due to self-ineompatibility can sometimes be
by irradiation of the pollen or of the style. Linskens et al. (1960)
were abl-e to break down the self-incompatibility reaction of Pettmia by
X-irradiation of the pollen, leading to mutation of the S-allele, or by irradlation of the style irmrediately prior to selfing. The stylar irradiatiOn
was most effective at 21000 R, nearly half the irradiated flowers yielding
seed. Irradiation of the style 24 hours after pollination was ineffective.
The stylar effect r^ras regarded as biochemical rather than mutatlonal.
overcome

Vidakovi6 and Jurkovid-Bevilacqua (I97O, L97I) used irradiation in
attempts to overcome the incompatibility barrier between Pinus nigna and
Pinus syLuestrts. By histological analysis of crosses in both directions,
they had previously found that pollen-tube growth lras arrested in the nucellus
early in the second year. Low-level gamma radiation at levels up to 5'000 R
was therefore applied to the poll-en on the possibllity that physlologi-cal
rfstimulation" of tube growth might lead to fertLlization. At 51000 R fewer
ovul-es had degenerated by 20 June of the second year than at 0 R.
Induced mutation in the pollen may be more practical in breaking
self-incompatibility than in overcoming cross-incompatibility, because
it would be easier to increase heterozygoslty than homozygostty. If, as
Linskens et al. (1960) believe, stylar i-rradiatioh has a biocheuical rather
than a genetic effect, it night have more promise than polJ-en irradiation
for interspecific hybridization. 'Tree breeders rrould have 1-ogistic problems
in the application of stylar irradiation, however, except when crossing can
be accomplished on grafts or cut branches.
down

Another method used successfuLly in some flowering plants to overcome
gametophytic self-ineompatibil-ity is high-temperature treatment. Before or
after selfingn the pLants are subJected to a temperature in the 32" to 34"C
range fox 24 to 48 hours. In clover, the resulting development of viable
seed has been shown to be the effect of specific ternperature-sensitive genes
on the S-alleles (Hecht L964; Hopper et al. L967; Townsend L966, L970). It
is possibl-e that there could be a similar alteratlon of the alLelic interaction that leads to pollen-tube inhtbition i-n interspecific crosses.
EMBRYO

INVIABILIfi

inviability, the second naJor cause of hybrld breakdown within
the developing seed, may be in either of two systems. One is the inability
Embryo
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of an otherwise viable embryo to develop to maturlty ln the fenal-e gametophyte, presumably due to the absence of a specific gror,rth factor in the
surrounding nutritlve tissue. The second is a metabollc disruptlon at some
stage of embryo development attributable to the nalfunction of one or more
allelic pairs in the genome.
If the problen is a communication failure between the embryo and
the surrounding ovule tissue, or inability of the embryo to break through
the seed coat, exclsion of the embryo and in uit?o culture ls a feasible
rnethod of obtaining hybrids. The technique has been used successfull-y in
tomato-breeding to introduce wilt-resistance genes frorn the wild t.omato into
domestic varieties (Smtth L944). An example in forest tree breeding is the
successful production of sugar pine hybrids by Stone and Duffield (1950).
In this case, the embryos were fully devel-oped when excised and r{rere not
actually cul-tured in udtro. The seed coat was removed and embryo and endosperm were cultured together.
inviability problem in forest trees nay be that
with the palring of genes and chromosomes. Since naJor changes i.n
chromosome structure of pines are not considered important in establishing
reproductive barriers, except perhaps in subsection SyJ-vestres (Saylor L969),
the problem in pines rnay be functi.onal at one or more gene loci.
The more coiltrnon

concerned

Invla-bi

li

ty-

Sys teurp

-in_3ines

Hagman and Mikkola (L963) investigated the total block in crosses
of Pinus peuee Griseb. with P. koratensis and P. cenbna. After the tine of
fertilization ln intraspeclfic crosses, all observed ovules of P. peuce x
koraiensis and most ovules of P. peuee x cenbna contalned at least one fertilized archegonium. In both crosses, the maximum developmental stage observed
before degeneration was the proembryo, usually at the four-nucl-eus stage but
in a few ovules at the six- or eight-nucl-eus stage. No cel1 wall-s were seen
in the proembryos.

Hagnan and },Ilkkol-a concluded that the hybrid nucLeus r^ras abl-e to
function as l-ong as no organization of the new zygote !{as necessary. It
seemed that at the first stage of differentlation, when the four nuclei divide
and cel-l wall formation begins at the base of the oocyte, the nucl-ei were no
longer able to communlcate with the surrounding protoplasm.

Subsequentl-y, in ny orrn experiments with flve-needLe pines, I found
that fertilization and early enbryogenesis also occur in the bl-ocked crosses
P. stnobus x konaLensis, P. strobu,s x eembya and P. styobus x fleriLis. In
fact, a large-scale study of late-stage ovul-es showed that there r^ras no
inhibition at the proembryo stage. Cell walls formed in the proembryo, which
subsequently pushed out of the archegoniuu into a corrosi.on cavlty, exactly
as in the intraspecific cross. Abortion occurred after the development of
from one to several suspensor cells and up to eight cel-ls ln the embryo initials. I also found that corrosion cavities prevlousl-y believed to have
deveLoped without embryos had, in fact, previousl-y contained enbryo remnants
and were the result of (1) earlier fail-ure to make daiLy collections at this
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late stage and (2) loss of contents during microtechnique (tcriebeL

L967,

1968, L972)

This was the flrst evidence that embryogenesis in some bLooked pine
hybrids proceeds to a stage of cel-l differentiation. It is possibl-e that
inviabl-e P. peuce hybrids may also be capable of developing an earl-y embryo.

It appears that there is a general pattern of pollen-tube incompatibtlity in hard-pine hybrids and of enbryo inviabiLity in soft-pine hybrids.
Arrested pollen-tube growth can be seen in soft pine crosses, but it aPPears
to occur in no greater frequency in interspecific crosses than in intraspecific crosses.
Culture of early-stage pine embryos, either form intraspecific or
interspecific crosses, has so far been unsuccessful. Ovule cul-ture is,also
difficul-t. I have attempted, with liurited success, the culture of entire
strobili of P, sty,obus collected as early as late June. The useful-ness of
the technique for the culture of hybrid cones is still undetermined (KriebelL970). Thus we do not know whether nornal-ly invlable hybrid pine ernbryos
can mature in uitz,o.
The Physiology

of

Embryo

My work seems

Invlability

to support the hypothesis of

Hagman and

Mikkola (L963)

that breakdown in soft pine crosses occurs when comnunication is required
between the hybrid nucl-eus and the cytopl-asn of the enbryo. But rather than
occur at the point of wall formation in the proembryo, the critical point
seems t.o occur later, at the stage when transition is required from onedi.mensional growth of the suspensor system to two- to three-dlmensional
growth, especially that involving cell proliferation in the enbryonal apex.
This is the point when the archegonial cytopl-asm is depleted and ceases to
be a growth substrate, the suspensors degenerate, and development comes under
the control of the hybrid nucl-ei of the embryo itself.

'In both pl-ants and animals, increased cooperatlon, as evidenced by
a sharp rise in protein concentration, is requlred when a qaJor phase shift
in growth oecurs. In plants, this has been noted at the onset of twodimensional growth in ferns (Hotta and Osawa 1958, Hotta et al. 1959). In
animal-s, a crltical stage occurs at the beginnlng of gastrulation in hybrid
sea urchins. At thls polnt, nehr templates are required for protein synthesist
but transeription of messenger RtilA is blocked by al-lelic irnbalance in the
hybrid g"norl (Brachet et al. 1963, Gross and Cousineau l-964, Gross and Moyer
L964'

In white pine hybrids, I have found a deep red safranin stalning
of aborted suspensor cells in prepared slldes, which suggests an accumulation
of nucleic acids accompanying a bLock gf protein synthesis. However, Shafer,
who is working at l{ooster on the biochenistry of embryo inviability, for:nd
no accumulation of DNA or RNA in aborted embryos after critical hlstochemlcal
staining (Shafer L973).
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Shafer

is currently working on the hypothesis that the early embryo

development of inviable conifer hybrids is directly dependent on "preformed"
messenger RNA. If this i-s so, initial protein synthesis and ce11 differentiation in the embryo are not dependent on messenger RNA derived from the zygote
ltsel-f. Instead they utilize the mRNA formed during oiigenesis and stored in
the egg cytoplasm. At the point of phase shift in embryo development' nRNA
for subsequent growth must begin to be transcribed by the hybrid nuclei. It
is the inabil-ity of these nuelei to function that leads to the death of the
embryo. The concept is an extension of the demonstrated role of preformed
nRNA coding in sea urchin development (Gross and Moyer 1964) and of evidence
that such coding may occur in the egg cells of ferns (Jayasekera and Bel1
L97L, L972). Its role in embryogenesis has not been investigated in other

plants.
Enbryo

JnviabiJity in Other

T-rees

Tn Pieea, as previously mentioned, embryo lnvlability has a significant role as a block to hybridity; but we have very little histological informati-on about inviability in deciduous trees. It is interesting to note that
Melchior and Seitz (1968) reported that the cross PopuLus n'?.gra x deltoides
l-eads to zygote formation and the beginning stages of embryo development

before degeneratlon occurs. Thls is in sharp contrast to the very early
stage barrier due to failure of pollen tubes to penetrate the stigma, found
by Ihox et al. (L972) in the P. deLtoides x aLba cross.
Pgrbleqg

in

Overcoping Ernb.rJo

Igviabiltty

It seems at this time that the prospects of overcoming lnterspecific
crossability barriers are better in cases involving incompatibil-ity than when
embryo inviabllity exists. Ihis is because it has been shown to be possible
by special techniques to sustain pol-len-tube growth and effect fertll-ization.
In the successful experinents, there was no further barrier to embryo development. In crosses lnvolving embryo inviability, however, it seems possibl-e
that the block is in the hybrid genome itself. If it is not' or if gene
action can be modified, this barrier may also be bypassed.
yet nade little use of genetic selection of indivldual
trees for crossability in hybrid comblnations. In early crossabil-ity experiments, llright (]-953) found that wide variabllity exlsts in the hybrid seed
yield of individual trees. The most rapid progress ln overcoming hybridity
barriers wil-l be obtained by combining genetic sel-ection for fertility with
some modification of the functlonaL sequence at the predetermined critical
point in development.
We

have as
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DISCUSSION

calling postzygotic abortion

inviability?

Gabfiel:

Howard, are you

Kriebel:

Yes, any breakdown after fertLlizatlon on is cl-assified
embryo

embryo

inviability.

as

Gabriel:

Since the enbryo hasn't real-ly developed, it would seem to be
postzygotic abortion rather than embryo invlability' sLnce the
latter term implies that the embryo completed its grortth.

Kriebel:

have no evidence in trees of geneticalty controlled breakdown
at the time of fertillzation. In conlfers, the only evidence
we have is of breakdown occurring after zygotie division and
some organizatLon at the base of the archegonium. Embryo inviability has al-so been found in hardwoods. But in only one genus
of flowerlng plants has breakdown been observed at the time
of fertilization.

S.chmitt:

Howard, just as a matter of information, is the stain
mentioned specific for messenger RNA or just RNA?

Kriebel:

It is a general indLeator of RNA, not specific for any one tyPe.
Thls staining technique requires a comparison. In one series
of slides, Iou use the conbination methyl green and pyroninet
and in another series you follow the staining by incubation
in ribonucl-ease. The ribonuclease renoves RNA, thus taking
away the red or pink color produced by the pyronine reaction,
if this color ls actualLy due to the Presence of RNA. The
rnethyl green will sinllarly indicate the localtzation of DNA
if the color ls removed after incubation in DNAase.

Schmitt:

Are you people or anybody eLse doing any work l.ti-th electron
microscopy in this connection?

Kriebel:

We

Nienstaedt:

Kriebel:

We

that

you

are not. I(nox and his associates are using electron microscopy, but not with pines.

possibility of seLecting parents that were in fact compaticouLd be considered. Is there any reason to think that a
parent that is highly self-conpatibl-e would also be crosscornpatible with another species?
The

ble

I think there ls, but I donr t have mueh to go on. In a few
cases I have observed high coneLet retentlon and later high
seed yield in individual white pines that are al-so highly selfcompatible. In fact, they were able to rdtain their cones in
the absence of pollination, a phenomenon which occurs in a
rather small percentage of Pi'nus strobus trees. I think we
should investigate the possibility that there is a correlatlon
It nay be that
and cross-fertllity.
between self-fertility
8L

there is a general physiological basis of fertil-ity which
applies to both self- and cross-compatibility.
Critchfield:

At Placerville, we donr t have very much reason to think that
a particular tree that is highly crossable with another speci-es
woul-d also be highly crossable with a second other species.
In other lrords, a Jeffey pine that readily crosses with Coulter
may or may not cross readily with ponderosa. It is a real
difference.

Kriebel:

It is quite possible that one cannot. generalize, or that
soft pines differ. As I say, we have indicatlons to
contrary Ln Pinus strobus, but as yet no firm data.

and

hard
the

Kgssuth:

You said that Pinus arLstata and P. baLfourtqta were highly
cornpatible in Cal-ifornia and suggested that the bristlecone
pine that gror,,rs in California and that which grows in the Rocky
Mountains might be given species status because of some differences suggested by Bailey. Maybe differences betrseen the
California and Rocky Mountain bristlecone pine would al-so show
up if ihtraspecifi-c crosses rirere made from these two distributions as wel1 as interspecific crosses between Rocky Mountain
bristlecone pine and California foxtail pine. Has this been
tested?

Critchfield:

No, it hasnrt, Sue. Our crosses have all been uade between
the western race, or subspecies, or species, of bristlecone
pine and P. balfoi,rion.

Gabriel:

In the case of the pines that you were talking about, in which
you had incompatibiliry between the north and south populations,
how far has the morphological dlfferentiatlon within the species
gone in these two areas?

Cri

t_chf

ield:

Gabriel:

It is not very well correlated at al-L. I donrt want to go into
that, but it is not. Incidentally, I would not say that we
had incompatibility. I am getting very gingerly about using
this word since it has been preempted for barriers prior to
fertilization through constant use in relation to angiosperms.
So we have almost a complete lack of crossabili'ty whether it
ls incompatibility or embryo invtability.
Did you try artificial pollinations between the north and south
populations to see if barriers rrere causing the lack of seed
set?

Critchfield:
Gabriel:

tried that; but without any interesting stuff like
irradiating 1t.

Yes, we

Bil1, I think the story about tt.e z,esinoaa x nigra hybrids is

worth telling.
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work, and I never published it. Still, it was eLear, based on
probability calculations for numbers of gametes per nucellus
compared to filled seed resulting from pollen mi-xes, that Lhe
technique would give very few, if anyr res.Lnosa hybrids. I'Ie
grer^t progenies ln the greenhouse for one year. They all looked
like either nesinosq. or nigna. !'Ie transplanted then to the
nursery and, in the process of changing environments, things
didnr t work out too r^rell. Though my resuLts lrere incomplete,
I would say that mentor pollen is not a promising technique
for producing n 'merous hybrids between P. nesinosa and P. nigra.
Critchfield:

I wish I

had done

like you, Don, and never published on it.
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Critchfield:

The only hybrids that were ever obtained from this combinatLon
in what was observed as a contaminated poJ-1-ination; that
is, we harvested 40 to 50 seedb of this combination and most
of them turned out to be Pinus nigra; so it was a contaminated
cross and the suggestion was that somehow the presence of

were

Austrian pine pollen in the Austrian pine ovules made it possible for the red pine po1-l-en to germinate' grow, fetti,Li-ze, and
produce embryos. But then we tried this later, deliberately
contaminating by making pollen mixes of the two species, and
we didn't get anything.
Ledig:

Bill, what.do you think about the Pinus z'Lgnda, x radiata
of Ilytnts materiaL fron Korea?

cross?

Have you seed

sent us two or three tiny lots of seed of that doubtful
cross, and they have never appeared to anybody who has seen
them growing in the nursery to be intermediate between rtgnda
and radLata in any respect,. I think they are hybrids of some
other southern pine. Hyun has published quite a bit now on
that cross; but honestly, I am completely r,mconvinced.

Critchfield:

Hyun has

Gabriel:

He

Critchfield:

too.. I think he sent us some conest
which were really unconvincing. I would like to know the
flowering tine of their putative hybrids because ri,gtda and
radiata have a 4-month difference in pollen shedding tine; and
if they have a good hybrid there, they should get some interesting phenological data on when it flowers. Hybrids are almost
always intermediate in flowering time.

Gabriel:

I thought that resinosa artd nigna were impossible to cross.
So how did they get their hybrids?
Well, they didn't claim that it was a good hybrid. They just
presented these data and they seemed very inconclusive; but I
must say that they have done very careful work -- I visited
them several years ago, and I was impressed. I also read their
reports regularly. I have been impressed by the quality of
the work, and it encourages me that they are picking up a few
nigra x r.es'Lnosa hybrids. It gives me more confidence that
ours might be good hybrids. On the other hand, something that
gives ue less confldence about the identity of our hybrids is
some work that Duane Zinkel- has been doing at the Forest
Products Lab. He has been doi-ng work on resin acids in the
leaves. His work is very preliminary, but it certainly doesntt
support their resinosa parentage.

Critchfield:

Lester:

did have

some

pictures of cones at one time, I thought.

They were unconvincing,

I did a series of pollination experiments
on P. resinosa x ni.gra using irradiated pollen and nonirradiated
polIen in various combinations. It wasntt particularly careful
Several_ years ago
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ROLE OF INTERSPECIFIC I-IYtsRIDIZATION
IN FOREST THEE BREEDING

D.T. Lester
Forestzg Depattrnent

Ilniuersitg of

Wis eonsin
MadLson, llisconsin

Recent revlews of interspecific hybrids and their potential in forestry have been published by Wright (L964), van Buijtenen (1970), and Brown
(L972). My conments will therefore emphasize genetic considerations' which
have been less discussed. The opportunity to consider this topic was particularly welcome, for it coincided with my own summary and future research planning after 5 years of interspecific hybridization in elms (Ulrm,rc sp.).

In keepi.ng with the symposir-m titler my discussion emphasizes interspecific hybridization. I assr:me that in terms of tot,al genetic differentiation between parentsr interspecific hybridization represents combinations of
greater diversity than interprovenance hybridizatLon, though we know so little
about the genome of any forest tree that thLs assumption cannot be substantiated at present. Moreover, in certain. cases is it not Possible that provenance crosses within species represent combinations of greater genetic diversity than crosses among species? Examples of the latter possibility rnay be
subalpine fix (Abies Lasiocarpa Nutt.) and balsam fir (.4. balsanea [t.] Mi11.)
or 3atk pine (Pinrc botksima tanA.) and lodgepole pine (P. contorta Dougl.).
One recent discussion of the classification problem proposed that the terms
t'taxonomic speciestr and rrbi-ological speciesrr usefully illustrate the necessary
di-stinctions: a taxonomic species includes individuals of sinilar morphology
and a biological species is a reproductively isolated system of breeding poPulations (Grant L97L). Perhaps the unifying concept here i-s a scale of geneti-c
diversity between parents ranging from the si-ngle.locus variation by which
geneticists define hybridization to the conbination of extreme diverslty
inplied in the term ttwide. crossestt.
In many respects lnterspecific hybridization as a breeding nethod
should stimulate dreaus of remarkable achievements among tree breeders. Consider, for example, the range of genetic variation present at the genus level
in Pinus and PopuLus. Moreover, new techniques for breaking crossing barriers
between species promise easier access to a fantastic number of gene combinations (Xnox et al. , L972). With such apparent potential- for remaking our
comnercial forest tree species, why is interspecific hybridization so rarely
given emphasis in breeding programs? Some notes on genetics will serve to
temper general enthusi-asm for the method.
Results from interspecific crossing are difficult to predict a
pr"iort. The knowledge of inheritance patterns and genetic variances gained
fron intraspecific breeding ls often of littl-e value when unusual new gene
combinati-ons are made. Moreover, the array of F1 genotyPes availabl-e to the
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breeder may be restricted by gauetic or genotypic selection against certain
gene combinations. Reduced seed set in interspecific crosses is certainly
conmon, but I know of no studies in forest trees on whether the actual artay
of viable genotypes is a random or a biased sample of the potential atray.
It has been hypothesized that there is general linkage beEween genes controlllng plant morphology and those affecting grohrth and vigor (Grant L967).
Perhaps closer attention by tree breeders to details of morphological variation in Ft hybrids would provide a clearer picture of what genetic combinations we are sanpling.
The sarnpling questlon is also important in relation to F1 ProBenI
sizes in advanced-generation breeding schemes. The F1 is traditionally
regarded as relatively genetically uniform. llhile this assumption holds for
highly inbred fiel-d crops, r^re general-ly assurne that. forest trees are heterozygous, and that traits of interest are polygenically inherited, several loci
probably recombining within linkage groups. For forest trees, then, many
genetically different gametes can be produeed in each parent and a large
number of hybrid genotypes is possible. Under these circumstances, adequate
sampling of F1 genotypes would probably require much larger F1 progenies than
are suggested by Wright (1964). Published evidence of wide variation within
F1 interspecific hybrid progenies includes data on Picea omo?Lka. x iezoensis
(Langner 1970) , Populus deltoides x aLba (Knox et al. L972), and ULmus rt'tbz'a
x pwntla (Lester and Sndlley L972). Experiments designed to estimate the
components of variance among and within F1 progenies would be useful in interspecific hybridlzation progr€rms to allow nore efficient choice of nr:mber of
parents and progeny si-ze required for a breeding program.

Fl

HYBRIDS

first at F1 hybrids as breeding products for commercial use
we may say that the number of interspecific comblnations regarded
irnrnediate development is remarkably snall-. Perhaps tree breeders
have placed too mueh emphasis on single-t,rait evaluation of hybrids. Hybrid
Looking

in forestry,
as worthy of

vigor, i.e.,

progeny vigor exceeding that of both lntraspecific progeniest
has not been the courmon result of interspecific hybridization. Although
genetic diversity between parents i.s a prerequisite for hybrid vigor, the
converse is not true and a prLort prediction of heterotic performance reuains
highly speculative at best. In.some cases, F1 hybrid performanee may be worse
than intraspeclfic progeny performance as illustrated by response to Hypoaylon
pmtinattm (Klotzsch) Ctce. in progenies of Populus trerm,floides x gret&Ldentata
(Berbee and Rogers l-964).
Where hybrid vigor is the breeding obJective, it uright be worthwhile
to apply cost-benefit analysis for estimation of hor{t much growth increase
is needed to offset breedlng costs. Cost-benefit anal-yses of intraspecific
breeding programs have generally shown that small to rnodest growth improvement
offsets breeding costs (e.g., Carlisle and Teich 1970). It is probable that
modest growth gains from seed orchards for open-poJ-linated hybrid seeds would
sinilarly offset costs. Perhaps even the establishment of unsel-ected parents
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in orchards would be worthwhile. Less certain are the cost-benefit relationships that night be present ln more complex breeding programs involving recurrent selection. Although data from which to estimate benefits is lacking for
many species and all of the more complex selection schemes, an evaluation of
expected costs would point out the approximate magnitude of improvement
required
When more than one trait is considered, the frequent intermediacy
F1 hybrid progeny appears in a different perspective. Ideally the most
favolable traits of each parental species would be dominant in the hybrid;
yet even with intermediaey for all traits, trade-offs between traits can
result in major improvement. The Korean experience with Pinus x z'Lgitaeda,
in which intermediacy of growth rate, stem form, and cold resistance rePre€ent
a maJor advance'in qual-ity of planting stock, is a cl-assical- example (Hyun
L972). By contrast, intermediacy of orn€rmental traits and disease resistance
i-n e1m hybrids resul-ted in progenies of practicall-y no cornmercial value
(Lester and Smalley L972).

of

ADVAI{CED-GENERATION CROSSING

we consider lnterspecific hybrid|zation beyond the F1 generation, prospects depend in large part on how we view the architecture of the
parentst germ plasm. The cl-assical view, formulated by Mendel-, is that genes
will recombine and assort independently during meiosis in F1 hybrids to give
a broad array of genotypes in the F2 generation. TheoreticalJ.y, production
of a large enough F2 generatlon woul,d resul-t in the appearance of every possible gene combination, although for highly diverse parents an adequate F2 PoPulation night require more gro\^ring space than is avallable on the Earth. In
practice, the classLcal view of independent assortment ls modified by llnkage
and by gene action. The mechanics of meiosi-s restrict gene recombination to
a maximum of hal-f the amount required for random assortment at each locus.
The result i-s a nonrandom artay of genotypes forming what has been described
as the recombination spindle in a multidimensional- space of potentiaL gene
combinations. As an extreme example, assume that two species differ by 1-00
genes. Then F2 populations fron F1 interspecific hybrids would potentially
contain on1-y three different genotypes if one nonrecombining linkage grouP
was presemt and 3100 genotypes if each dtffering gene lras on a different
chromosome. Another way of viewing the mechanical restrlction of gene recomWhen

bination is illustrated by the calculation that wlth a haploid chromosome
number of L2 and an average of two to three chiasmata per chromosome (assumPtions quite compatible with available information on conifers), the cohesive
tendency of multiple factor linkage with 1-00 gene differences between species
would restrict recombination to less than l-/500r000 the amount of potential
free recombination (Anderson 1949).

Pleiotropy, or the influence of one gene on several traitsr may also
complicate the production of desired trait combinations. The prerequisite
studies by which to distinguish linkage and pleiotropy for most genes ln
forest trees woul-d be difficult if not imposslbl-e.
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elimination of gametes or genotypes is another restricting
Incompatibillties or geneti-c imbalance involving chromosomes, genes,
cytoplasm, plastids, and embryo-endosperm relationships in F1 hybrids may
block access to certain gene combinations. For example, about 507. of the
individuals produced from crossing Populus deltoides with P. aLba have been
described as dwarf or of reduced vigor (Knoxr, et a1, 1972). Unfortunately
useful gene combinations rnight be present in the dwarfs, but it would be
difficult to recognize them.
faetor.

Nonrandom

Sterility in F1 hybrids, though an obvious obstacle for advancedgeneration breedingr may be a useful result in F1 hybrids are the breeding
goal. Fortunately, hybrid sterility is not corunonl-y associated with reduced
vigor of vegetative growth. This point could be especially irnportant if
genetic contaminaLion of adjacent stands or plantations by interspecific
hybrids is a potential problem.

Hybrid breakdown in the Fl may further restrict access to deslred
gene combinations. Again hybrid failure cbn be the resul-t of vegetative weakness or sterifity.
The appearance of genetic irnbalance in advanced generations has been given a variety of genetie interpretations. With these interpretations we can summarize views of germ plasm archltecture and outllne
implications for interspecific hybridization in forest trees. Three levels
of organizatLort, genic, chromosomal, and genomic must be considered. Returning first to the principle of independent assortment, we say that F2 failure
may represent disharmonic interaction between genes i-n new cornbinations produced during melosi-s or between genes and cytoplasm of F1 hybrids. This
interpretation emphasizes genes and may involve specific-loci promoting F2
failupe. In other cases of F2 failure, nonhomologous chromosome pairing is
the consequence of species differences in chromosome arrangements, and the
chromosome level of organizatLon is emphasized. A third level of interpretation, and one that has recei-ved less attention in hybridization studies, is
the view that in most species the genome is rather closely integrated by
coadaptive gene complexes. Hybrid inviability is then the result of breaking
up gene complexes essential to survival.
To illustrate the potential importance of coadaptive gene complexes,
that two species differ allelically in five unlinked genes that control
survival in thei-r respective habltats. If the alleles are coadapted to produce a cohesive gene complex, 97% ot the F2 segregants are expected to be
genetieally unbalanced and onLy 37. will have maintained the parental or F1
allelic combinations necessary for adequate development in a hybrid habitat
or either parental habitat (Grant L97J-). Linkage and reduced cohesion within
the gene complei< would reduce F2 loss, whereas increased numbers of gene differences would i-ncrease F2 loss. Results of interspeciflc hybrLdization in
a variety of plants have been interpreted as evidence for coadapted gene complexes (Clausen and Hiesey L960, Nielson and Smith 1968, Grant L966). The
wealth of data on ecotypic variation suggests the possibility that adaptive
gene complexes are present in most foresL tree species but the F2 populations
necessary for confirmation are rarely available.
assume

The genetic consequences of restrictions on arrays of gene combi-nations can be summarized in terms of changes in frequency distributions
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in the F2 generation. !,Ie usually expect a relatively uniform Fl
generation and great diversity in the F2 and subsequent generations. With
independent assortment, recovery of parental types in the F2 is possible
though improbable unless few genes or very large populations are Lnvolved.
Linkage and pleiotropy decrease kurtosis (peakedness) as does transgressive
segregation. Nonrandom elimination of gametes or genotypes has less predictable effects, although nonrandom assortment involving genic, chromosomal, or
genomic levels of organizatlon can be expected to increase the frequency of
genotypes more closely resembling the parental specles. Perhaps an increasi-ng
degree of hybrid failure would first result in a platykurtic frequency distribution, then in increasingly bimodal distributions until, in the extreme case'
only types could be recovered.
expected

BREEDING METHODS

For forest trees, I find few detailed studies from which to Judge
potential
the
of various advanced-generation breeding methods. Theoretically
expect
great
we
variatlon in F2 populations, some loss of hybrid vigor if
hybrid vigor was present in the F1r and nonrandom genotypic arrays i-f we
have genetic irnbalance. The expectations suggest that F2 populations may not
be highly useful for forest production, though nongenetic considerations such
as cost of F1 hybrid seed production mlght increase the attractiveness of E2
seed collection from F1 hybrid plantations. Evidence on actual F2 performance
is rare. For Pinus x z,Lgitaeda in Korea, relative performance of parental
species, F1 hybrids, backcrosses, and F2 populatLons was closely tied to climate of the planti-ng site. Vigor was maintained in F2 populations only i-n
southern Korea, where mild weather presumably allowed development of segregants more similar to cold-sensitive Pinus taeda (Hyun L972). Thus, the
environment in which hybrids will be used may dictate the crossing strategy.
vegetative propagation for forest production is potentlally
feasible, advanced-generation crossing lrmnediately becomes more attract.ive.
Development and utilizatlon of desirable gene combi-nations ls then lirnited
only by the restrictions on genotypic arrays avallable to the breeder. Breeding for transgressive segregation rnay be one possibility in hybrid combinations sultable for vegetative propagation.
Where

transfer by backcrossing is another advanced-generation breeding
nethod of perhaps some utility in forest tree breeding. Greatest efficiency
for the method accrues when the trait to be transferred has high heritability.
Extensive backcrossing may not be required, as illustrated by the success of
first backcrosses of Pinus x rLgitaeda to P. z,Lgida in environments too severe
for F1 and F2 progenies. By contrast, first backcrosses in Castanea sp., in
which disease resistance is the trait to be transferred, have not produced
commercially useful progenies, although promising individuals were present
(Clapper L952). Here again the usefulness of vegetative propagation as a
means of extracting worthwhile gene combinations from intermediate steps in
hybridization is apparent
Gene
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Perhaps detailed study of introgressi.ve hybridization will aid in
showing us something of the potential for backcrossing, although foresters
are interested in only a few of the components of fi-tness. Unfortunately
there are few reports in which the direction of gene flow in natural hybrid
forus has been studied in detail. In an analysis of Pinus at one Louisiana
site, Namkoong (1963) concluded that reduced site disturbance (reduced grazing
and improved fire control) was reducing the establishment of interspeciiic
hybrids' and that gene flow was occurring from hybrids toward both parental
speci-es. Maintenance of an apparently larger atray of genotypes from interspecific hybridization has been reported for Quercus in central California,
though not as a consequence of broad adaptation (Benson et al-. L967). Rather,
evolutionary sorti-ng was occurri-ng rapidly on specifi-c slopes, but the range
of environments available within relatively short distanges apparently provided adequate sites for most hybrid genotypes. For interspecific hybrids
of red and black spruce, advanced-generation natural crossing has been
reported but possibly with less gene flow to parental species than in the
Quencus or Pinus examples (Manley L972).
QUANTITATIVE GENETICS

IN

INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION

Little effort has been devoted to the theory, esti-uation, or utility
of quantitative genetlc parameters in interspecific hybridization. The principal practical question is the determination of total genetic variance and
the subsequent partitioning into additive and nonadditive types. I know of
no interspecific hybridization studies in which such estimates have been published. For provenance hybrids, dominance variances in corn ranged ftom 757"
to L407" of additive variances (Uolt and Robinson 1966). By contrast, provenance crosses of Scandinavian and central European Norway spruce showed specific cornbini-ng abilities from high for plant weight to zero for bud set
(Nilsson and Andersson 1970). Reports of F1 hybrid performance from provenance and lnterspecific crosses j.n forest trees generally indicate intermediaey for most traits. Unfortunately the term intermediacy is not necessariJ-y
synonymous with the term midparent. For example, published diagrams of mean
val-ues for parental species and F1 hybrids of Euealyptus (Mergen, et al.
L966), and Pinus (Mergen and Furni-val 1960) show largely intermediate hybrid
performance but many deviations from midparent values for a wide range of
characters. Means from such studies cannot be interpreted in terms of genetic
variance Parameters, and we are thus left without variance estimates.
The utility of estimates of genetic variance relates to cholce of
breeding methods. When F1 hybrid production is the breeding goal-, estimates
of additive variance within each parental- population are required for predicting progress by any of the recurrent selection schemes. For such breeding
approaches, a large literature is available on several traits of economic
i-nterest in many tree species. For selection within the F1, additive variance
estimates can be derived but may be seriousl-y biased by included dorninance
variance (Stuber L970). Estimates of potential selection progress among F1
interspecific tree hybrids have never been made to ury knowledge. Some indication of what tree breeders might expect in terms of additive geneti.c variances
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or realized genetic gains in hybrid programs would be useful as a guide to
evaluating alternative breeding approaches.
HYBRIDS AND ENVIRONMENT

Havi-ng successfully negotiated the potential problems of reprod.uctive
biology in interspecific hybridization, the tree breeder may turn to conslderation of environments in which the hybrids would be useful. Much of the outlook on this point derives from the idea that hybrids require a hybrid
environment. In terms of response to natural selection for traits of fitness,
the hybrid environment hypothesis is well substantiated; yet tl^ro thoughts
occur to me that might nodify the utility of hybrids in relati-on to envi-ronments available for planting. First, in many cases where interspecific
hybridization is proposed, the predominant purpose for hybridizing may be
genetic protection against a si-ngle ubiquitously distributed factor. If a
pest or climatic problem is severe, perhaps some sacrifice in other traits
is justified.
Second, there may be situations in which najor elements of
natural-selection pressure are eliminated by eultural practices so that
hybrids can perform well in a new but not necessarily hybrid environment.
As an example, hybrids among species of differing abllity to tolerate competing vegetation night be highly successful where early vegetational competition
is removed. Perhaps some of the larches are examples of this. Sirnilarly,
hybrid vigor of Pdnus montieoLa x strobus reported as definite at Placervi-lle,
Calif., and Spokane, Wash., was regarded as uncertain in central lJisconsin
and northern Idaho plantings (Bingham et al. 1956). This may reflect the
absence of certain climatic limitations in the far rnrestern locati.ons. tr{inter
kill of needles i-n Wisconsin and snow damage in northern Idaho were serious
problems for the hybrids. By contrast, where genetic differences between
species involve adaptation to major di-fferences in clinatic or edaphic factors
largely unnodifiable by silvicultural practice, the constraints of hybrid
habitat may apply more strongly. Experimental evidence on this point would
be useful particularly since we understand so little about which environmental
factors are exerting najor selection pressures on specles and hybrids.
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APPENDIX

-

INTERSPECIFIC IIYBRIDIZATION AS A BRXEDING METHOD

IN

ELMS

After 15 years of screening worldwide seed collections at the
University of trIisconsin, it has been found that the best combination of high
resistance to Dutch elrn disease (Ceratocystis ulmi [Buisrn. ] C. Moreau) and
fairLy satisfactory satisfactory ornamental quality is ln an F1 hybrid progeny
(U. pwnLla L. x japonica [nefra.] Sarg.) frour northern Japan. Whereas identiflcation and transmission of apparent resistance in the native American elm
(U. qnev"Letta L.) has been difficult, crosses among the Asian species have
shown a consistent relationship in which resistance increases and ornamental
value decreases as the proportion of germ plasnr frorn U. pwnt La increases
(Table 1). A sirnilar relationship between IJ. punrtLa and the North American
species U, rubz,a Miihl . has been found, al-though the introductlon of genes
from U. rttbra rnarkedly increases the range of variation in susceptibility
and ornamental traits such as Ieaf size, branch diameter, and crornm spread.
The present breeding objective is to find a combinatl-on of tr,ro or
three specles that will produce at least 902 synptom-free individuals with
acceptable ornamental quall-ties. Results from crossi-ng can be summarized in
a triangular graph representing various combinations of the three species
(Fig. 1) . The shaded area includes species combinations that rnay yield the
desired result. It is in this area that crossing ls now concentrated.
Some crosses to achieve a variety of species combinations are illustrated in Table 2. The elm-breeding program in lJisconsin is now in the second
and third generations for several- combinations. Natural hybrids of flowering
age have been used to advance the program quickly.

A tirne scale for producti.on of disease-resistant, ornamental elms
is shown in Table 3. The specific breeding objective is an identification
of parents that is usable in a grafted seed orchard for commerci-al- seed production. So far, emphasis has been on average perfor:nance of species combinations represented by at least a few different parents. In lnitial- studies,
species effects have dominated, although variation among full--sib famllies
within species combinations has been significant in some cases. Crossing in
the second and third generations will be done only with highly resistant individuals so that genotypes chosen for commercial seed production will reflect
genetic advance from species, fam1Ly, and individual selection. As the level
of commercial acceptance ls approached, performance of individual ful-l-sib
families will probably become important, but the genetic base for a cormtercial
seed orchard is expected to remain highl-y heterogeneous for traits other than
resistance to Dutch elm disease.
During the period that genotypes suitable for a commerclal seed
orchard are being identified, outstanding individuals are being tested and
released for commercial propagation and distribution. One genotype from
the outstanding Asian F1 hybrid progeny is at present in the process of being
officially announced and released. Several other clones are near the conpletion of testing.
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example, difficulties in developing resistance in the pre(U.
ferred species
uneni-cana), av.ailability of natural hybrids, and relatlvely
short periods of reproductive irnmaturity combine to make interspecific
hybridization an attractive breeding nethod.

In this

TABLE

1.

SAMPLE STZE, MEAr{ RESPONSES TO TNOCULATION WIT'H CERAT)CYSTIS ULMr,
AI{D MEAN LEAF LENGTH FOR SIX TYPES OF ELM PROGENIES

Disease Leaf
Frequency of
(.no.)
intens,ity
length
symptomless
Speeies
Sarnple. size
(cm)
(7")
(7")D
combinationa Profenies tnaividuals seedlings
jxj
j xpj
pjxpj
pxPi
pxp
a x wind

1

80

64

L4

3

89

74

6

3

t42

85

2

I

337

90

6

4.8
4.0

8

3s0

93

2

3.6

4

156

1

48

10. 8

a.
'j = ulrmts jryoni,ee; p = u. pumLla, a = [J. mnerLeilta.
DData are pencent of cnown kil-led 6 weeks after inocul-ation
visible cnown damage.
TABLE

in trees with

2. A SA}4PLE OF CROSSING SCHEMES TO PRODUCE DIFFER.ENT PROPORTIONS

OF

GERM PLASM FROM THREE ELM SPECIES

j

Generation

Cross

1

p x jr p x rr r x

2
3

pjxrrpr
(pjxr)x
(pr x j)
(jrxp)x
(jrxp)x

x
x

Percent

of germ plasma
Pr

J

i, ir x p

j
j

62.5
75

L2.5
62.5

P

j

^j = u|r*s japonicdt p = u. pwnLLa, r = l). zn'tbna-

9s

L2.5
L2.5
75

25

25

L2.5
L2.5
12.5

U.pumilo

U.

Figvze

L,

pumilo
O"/"

of z,esults from uay"Lous combtnations mnong three speaLes
(0 = syrnptom frequeney in progenA
erceeded L0%; 0 = symptom fz,equeney
uas Less thel L0%) mtd area in uhi,ch
future enossing ui.LL be eoncentyated
(hatcheil. Poi,nts A utd B nepz,esent
dLstributions oif gerrn pLasm aehietable in thy,ee genenati,ons of cz,ossi,ng.
Swmnanl
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TABLE

Year
1
2
3
5
6

3.

TIME SCALE OF GENETIC IMPROVEMENT WITII ADVA}.ICED GENEMTION PROGENIES
OF INTERSPECIFIC ELM HYBRIDS

Activity
Crossing, seed harvest and sowlng
Field transplanting
Inoculation and evaluation
Inoculation and evaluation
Selection
Seed propagation

Advanced-generation crossing
or grafted seed orchard
establishment

Field transplanting

8

Seasonal inoculation
and evaluation
Coumercial release

9

10
11
L2

Clonal propagation
Ramet production

generation crossing
or cornmercial seed production

Advanced-
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INTERSPECIFIC H\tsRIDIZATION

W.B.

IN PINUS: A

SIIV1VIARY REVIEV'I

Critchfield

U.S. Forest Seruiee,

Pacifie Southuest

Fov,est and. Range Euperiment Station"

Berkeley, Califorvtia

The pines and other groups of temperate forest trees often fail- to
to widely accepted principles of p]-ant evolution that are based
primarily on observations of herbaceous plants. pea sxamplel interpreters
of plant evolution tend to equate the fertility or steriLity of interspecific hybrids with the magni-tude of the genetically controlled reproduct,ive
barriers liniting the production of hybrids. This tendency has been
articulated by Grant (1958, p. 353): t'This is assuming that incompatibiJ-ity
barriers and sterility barriers, two distinct phenomena in the physiological
sense, tend to run parallel in most groups, an assumption which despite a
few exceptions is generally supported by the facts.rt The common coroJ-lary
to this assumption is that vigorous, fertil-e interspecific hybrids reflect
the absence of well-developed barriers to hybridizatLon. In Pinus, neither
Grantfs assumption nor its corollary is supported by the facts summarized
in this paper.

conform

Because of the economic importance of many pines, species hybridization has been explored more fully in this genus than in most other plant
genera. This work has sought to establish the linits of genetlc material
availabl-e for the improvement of a wil-d species - the sEarting point of
nearly all- tree-improvement programs.
The first authentic pine hybrid was produced nearly 60 years ago,
first continuing program of exploratory hybridization was begun in
the late L920t s at the Institute of Forest Genetics (then the Eddy Tree
Breeding Station) at Placerville, Calif. The resul-ts of the work done at
Placerville, at the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, at Maple, Ont.,
and elsewhere have been suumarized by Wright (L962>, Critchfield (1963b,
L966, L967), and Bingham et al, (L972). The generallzations about pine
hybridization advanced in this paper are based on these earl-ier sunmaries
and on unpublished data of the Institute of Forest Genetics, at Placervllle.

and the

About four-fifths of the 95 to 100 species in Pinus have been
invol-ved in one or more hybridization attempts. 0f the more than 41500
possi-ble combinations of species, an estimated several hundred have been
attempted. From these attempts, about 95 successful- hybrid courbinations
a conservative estimate - have been produced (Table 1).

-

Pine specles have proved to vary widely in their crossing ability.
pi-nes (e. g. Pinus pinea, the Italian stone pine) have not been
successfull-y crossed with any other species, nor are they l-ikely to be

Some
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TASLE

1.

SUCCESSFUL INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATIONS WITHIN AND BETI^IEEN SUB-

SECTIONS OF PINUS.

of
species

Number

Subsection(s) I
Cembrae (white pines)
Cernbrae x Strobi

5

Estimated number of

hybrid comblnations
1
2

Stz,obi (white pines)
Cembroides (pinyon pines)
Balfourimtae (foxtail pines)
Syloestres (Eurasian hard pines)
AustraLes (southern and Caribbean
hard pines)
Australes x Contortae
Contortae (snall--cone plnes)
Sabinianae (big-cone pines)

l-4-15
8

2-3

18
6
2

19

19

l_t_

15
2

4
3

Sabi.nianae x Ponderosae
Ponderosae (western and Mexican

2
2

2

hard pines)

13-t_5

Ponderosae x )oearpae
0oeanpae (c1-osed-cone pines)

7

16
2
6

rthe eight speeies in the othen five subsections have no venified interspecific hybnids.
without a naJor advance in the nanipulation of reproductive processes. In
contrast, some of the rirestern and Mexican yellow pines, southern pines,
white pines, and Eurasian hard pines can be crossed dlrectly with as many
as six other species and linked indirectly to stiLL others.
Although the exploratory hybridLzation of Pinus is incomplete, the
available infornation provides a sufficient basis for several generalizations
about the pines:

(1) tilith very few exceptions, there are no marked barriers to
crossing between different races of a species. The Sierra Nevada and
coastal races of l-odgepole plne (P. eorttorta), for example, are fully
crossable, although the rnorphological differences between them are so great
that they are stiLL occasionalJ-y regarded as different species.
A minor exception to this generalization is ponderosa pine (P.
ponderosa). Crosses between its Pacific and Rocky l"lountain races produce
somewhat reduced yields of sound seed (Krugnan 1970), indicating weak
barriers to crossing. A more remarkabl-e exception is bishop plne (P.
rm'picata) of the California coast. Its northern and southern races are
isolated by nearl-y absolute barriers to crossing (Critchfield L967), al-though
both can be crossed with a geographically intermediate race.

(2) With a few exeeptions, pine species are partly or completely
isolated from each other by genetic barriers. The magnitude of these barriers
100

can be expressed quantitatively as caoasabiLi.ty: the yield of sound,
germinable seed from crosses between two species, expressed as a Percentage
of the seed yiel-d from within-species crosses.

crossability of those pine species that have been successfully
hybridized ranges from 1002 to nearly zero. There appear to be no reproductive barriers between foxtail pine (P. baLfouviana) and the western race of
bristl-econe pine (P. aristata), which have a crossability of cl-ose to 1002.
The cl-osed-cone pines P. atterruata and P. radiata have a crossability of
69 to 852 (Critchfield L967). Exanples of crossabilities approaching zero
are the closed-cone pine cross P, patula x P. radiata, and the big-cone
pine cross P. sabiniana x P. eouLteri, each of whlch has yielded a slngle
hybrid tree (Critchfield L966, L967). l"lost of the crossable combinations
of pine species are ln the lower part, of the 0 to l-002 range, with
crossabil-ities of l-ess than 407".
The

furpossibl-e among the l-5 groups of species
recognlzed as making up the genus. These groupings,

(3) Crossing ls usually

(subsections) currently
refl-ecting ldeas about relationships aurong the plnes, are subject to continuing reevaluati-on as nehr urorphoJ-ogical-, chemical , cytological , and crossing
data are accumulated. Such taxonomic groupings provide a necessary working
hypothesis in the exploratory hybrldization of a l-arge genus Ii-ke Pinus,
with lts numerous possible species combinations.
Shawrs (191-4) nonograph on Pinus suppl-ied the working hypothesis
for the early investlgations of pine hybridization. The results obtained
r4rere the basis for Duffieldrs (1-952) reappraisal of the hard pines (subgenus Pinus). His new groups, designated by Roman numeral-s, were more
coherent morphologically, chemical-l-y, and geographically than the groups
they replaced. Duffieldts groups, with minor changes, have recentJ-y been
named and more ful-ly described by Little and Critchfield (1969).

nrrr." (subgenus Stnobus) have not received a recent
reappraisal like that of the hard pines. One of the problems in this
subgenus is the poorly defined subsection Cembrae, which ls distinguished
chiefly by its I'indehiscentrr cones. It may eventual-l-y be combined with
Strobi, a group that includes nearly aL1 of the faniliar five-needled white
pines (P. strobus, P. monticoLa., etc.). Two verified hybrids have been
produced from CembTae x Strobi crosses (tabte 1), and other probable
Cernbrae x Stz,obi. hybrids have been reported (Bingharn et al-. 1972). In this
instance, the production of hybrids between species in different grouPs
nay reflect the unsatisfactory state of white pine taxonomy.
The white

In other instances, hybrids between species in different groups
may be true links between otherwise wel-l--defined groups. Two successful
Sahinianae x Pondeyosae crosses (table 1), both involving Jeffrey pine
(P. jeffreyi), are an exanple of such a 1ink. Jeffrey pine so closely
resembles the more widespread ponderosa pine that field identification ls
often difficult, and both species are ln the sane subsection (Ponderosae).
In its resin chernistry, however, Jeffrey pine is much more like the three
big-cone pines in subsectLon Sabinianae (Mirov l-961-). And in its crossing
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behavior Jeffrey pine llnks the Pond.erosae and Sabinianae (Critchf ield l-966).
It has been successfully crossed with several- other species Ln Ponderosae,
including ponderosa pine. It has al-so been hybridized with two big-cone
pines, P. eoultey,i and P. torreyarn. The problem posed by Jeffrey pine
cannot be resolved taxonomically, and it seems best to consi-der the
Ponderosae and Sahinianae as groups that have diverged somewhat less in the
course of evolution than most of the other groups now cl-assified as
subsections.
Subsection Contortae is another exception to the general- rule that
pines can only be hybridized with other members of their groups. This
norphologicalJ-y simil-ar group of smal-l-cone pines includes two northern
species' l-odgepole and jack pines (P. contorta, P. banksiarta) and two southeastern species, virginia and sand pines (P. uirginimta, P. elausa). Lodgepole and jaek pines hybridize naturally where they overl-ap in \4restern
Canada, and are readily crossable under controll-ed conditions (crossability
about 302). The two southeastern pines are also highly crossable (Critchfield
1963b). Efforts to cross the northern and southern species have failed to
produce any verified hybrids. But sand pine has been successfully crossed
with two southern pines in subsection Austy,ales: P. elLiottii (Saylor and
Koeni.g L967) and P. taeda (Critchfiel-d 1963b). The limits to crossing of
the pines in contoz'tae have not been fu1-l-y explored, but this group appears
to be a notabLe exeeption to the rule that morphology and crossing ability
tend to go together in the pines.

(4) The two major groupings Ln Pinus, the white pines and the
hard pines (subgenera Strobus and Pinus), differ greatly in several aspects
of speci.es hybridization. The two groups are completely isolated from each
other; the magnitude of the reproductive barriers separating them is
reflected in high l-evels of conel-et abortion and often in much reduced numbers
of hollow seed when white and hard pines are crossed (Kruguran l-970).
The most conspicuous difference between the breeding behavior of
white and hard pines is related to geography. White pines of the Eastern
and l{estern Hemispheres hybridize readil-y; half of the 2l- species combinations ln the Cembrae/Strobi (Table 1) are interhenisphere crosses. The
most unusual example of this lack of association between crossing ability
and geographical separat,ion is sugar pine (P. Lunbertiana), a California
montane species. Al-though it is a fairly typical_ white pine ln its
norphology, it has not been successful-1-y crossed with any of the other
American white pines. rt has, however, been hybridized with two eastAsian white pines, P. arrnandii and P. koraiensis, both of them very
dlfferent in morphology frour sugar pine and from each other.
The hard pines, by contrast, exhibit strict geographic limits to
The only successful Eastern x Western Hemisphere cross between
hard pines is the difficult and as yet unrepeated P. nigz,a x P. resinosa
(Critchfield l-963a). Among the North American hard pines, even crosses
between species of different geographic regions are uncormon. The northern
and southern species of Contortae, already discussed, are an example.
Geographic limitations to crossing are also illustrated by two rather

crossing.

LO2

American hard pines: subsection Austz'aLes, of the southeastern U.S. and the Caribbean region, and subsection Pondetosae, of western
and southern North America. Most of these pines were grouped together by
Shaw (1914). They were segregated into two grouPs by Duffiel-d (195L-52),
partly because of the failure of all attempts to cross the eastern and western

similar groups of

species.
The white and hard pines also differ in the nature of the reproductive failures that occur in species crosses. The genetic barriers between
white pines are usually expressed relatively late in the reproductive process'
after fextiLLzation has taken place (Kriebel L972). In crosses between hard
pines, however, reproductive failures may occur at almost any stage, from
the failure of the pollen to germinate to the development of the embryo

(McWillian 1959, Krugman 1970).

(5) Most interspeeific pine hybrids are highl-y viable and highly
Ilybrid inviability is very rare, and the only two reportdd
examples need to be repeated and verified. They are the southern pine
crosses P. taeda x P. clausa and P. elliottii x P. glabra. These combinations
have produeed only seedlings (some of then albino) that died soon after
gerurination (Critchfield 1963b). With these possible exceptions, the growth
and development of pine hybrids show few najor departures from the growth
and development of nonhybrids.
fertile.

The reproductive capacity of pine hybrids is also comparable to
that of nonhybrids, although critical eomparisons are nostly lacking.
Hybrids do have generally higher levels of meiotic irregularities than do
nonhybrids (Saylor and Smith 1966). Pol-len abortion levels are definitetr-y
higher in some hybrid combinations, but most show the same l-ow levels (0
to 57.) as nonhybrids. Many of the lnterhemispheric white pine hybrlds
studied by Saylor and Snith had fairly high levels of aborted pollen: l-0
xo 227". The largest amounts of pollen abortlon, however, have been found
in some lodgepole x jack pine hybrids, one of the more crossable comblnations of hard pines. Many individual-s of one hybrid lineage produced 30
to 407. aborted pollen (Saylor and Smith 1966, and Sayl-or L972 [personalcommunication]). Despite these sometimes high level-s of pol-len abortion'
lodgepole x jack pine hybrids of the F1 to F3 generations produce large
amounts of sound seed ln most combinations.

failure of meiotic irregularities and pollen abortion to
seriously depress the reproductive capaeity of pine hybrids may be rel-ated
to the reproductive system of pines. Al-though a pine seed usually contains
only a single embryo at maturity, the ovule from which it develops can
The

accommodate several pol-J-en grains and ordinaril-y contains several- eggs.
With this margin for reproductive fail-ures, it seems probable that onl-y high
levels of reproductive disturbance would significantl-y influence the
reproductive capacity of pine hybrf-ds.

In conclusion, Pinus does not appear to be very different from
many other plant genera in the ability of its species to cross with one
another. In most instances crossing is possibLe on1-y between those species
103

that resemble each other most closely, although the exceptions have been
ernphasized in this paper. Pinus does differ from many herbaceous plant
genera, however, in that most interspecific hybrids are vigorous and fertlle.
Reproductive steri-lity is sufficiently conmon among herbaceous pJ-ant hybrids
to have been used by Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey (1940) as a major criterion
in defining their stilL widely used biosystematic categories of ecotype,
ecospeciesr'and coenospecles. These categories are not applicabLe to Pinus
and si-milar woody genera, in which hybrid sterility is both uncommon and
seerningly unretraLed to the magnitude of crossing barriers between species.
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The interspecific hybrids of poplars, created by manrs action and
eul-tivated by man, are a flrst among forest trees. According to Muhle Larsen
(1960) the history of P. deltoides x nigra hybrids goes back 300 years, to
the time when the first trees of eastern cottonwood were imported into
France from southeastern Canada. There they freel-y interbred with the native
black poplar (P. nigna L.) and gave rlse to hybrid seedl-ings noted for fast
growth, good form and ease of vegetative propagation by cuttings. The
description of the earliest cultivar of this hybrid dates back to L775 (P.
serotina llartig). Soon, the descriptions of others followed and the
collective name of P. x eanadensis Moench (1795) was given to P. deltoides
x nigz,a hybrids. They spread fast through many countries as ornamental- trees,
trees of row plantations and timber trees. The interest in popLars increased;
specles and varieties were studied and breeding programs lnitiated.
CLASSIFICATION OF POPLARS

The genus Populus L. includes approximately 30 species distributed
throughout the temperate regions of Eurasia and America. The poplar species
are grouped in five sections (Table 1): the economically nost important
species are in sections Leuee, Taeqnahaea and Aigeiros. The wide geographic
distribution of some specles, the frequent introgressive hybridization, the
centuries-old cultivation and the ease of vegetative reproduction of poplars
caused much confusion ln the nomencl-ature of poplar species; numerous synonyms
exist and many times hybrids and cultivated varieties have been named as
species.
REPRODUCTION

The poplars are normal-ly dioecious; however, abnormal floralorganizations, wj-th monoecious trees bearing unisexual- or bisexual fLowers,

occur.

The flower buds are borne in the l-ate sunnner on short shoots. The
flowers are in pendulous catkins, which appear before the leaves. The light
seed matures in capsules in 2 to 8 weeks. Each capsule bears numerous seeds
surrounded at the base by long silky hairs.
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TABLE

1.

CLASSIFICATION OF POPULUS

Section
TURANGA

LEUCE

Bge

Drfiy

LEUC2IDES

Spach

TACAMAHACA

Spach

Geographic

euphratica Olivier
pruinosa Schrenk

W. and C. Asia, N. Africa
C. Asia

adenopoda Maxim.
aLba L.

China

Europe, Asia, N. Africa
dauidiana (Dode) Schneid. N.E. Asia
grandidentata l"lichx.
N. America
Japan, Korea
sieboldii ui.q.
Asia
tomentosa Carr.
Europe, Asia
tz,erm.tLa L.
N. America
tz,erruLoid.es Michx.
C. Asia
eiliata Wall.
S.E. USA
heterophylla L.
China
Lasioeatpa oliv.
ui,Lsonii Schneid.
China
N. America
angustifolia James
N. America
baLsonife?a L.
N.E. Asia
eathayana Rehd.
Korea
lareqna Rehd.
Siberia
Lawifolia Ledeb.
N.E. Asia, Japan
manimouiezii Henry
Asia
simonii Carr.
Asia
sunueoLens Fisch.
szeehuanica

ATGEfR)S

Duby

distribution

Species

Schneid.

China

triehocarpa Hook.

N. Amerlca

ALtflrumenszls Dode
deLtoi.des Marsh.

China

fremontii S. tilats.
nigra L.
sargentii oode
uisLizenii Sarg.

N. America
N. America
Europe, Asia, N. Africa
N. America
N. America

The flowering age ls between 5 and 15 years. EnvironmentaL factors
infl-uence the process of aging, and Juvenile periods nay recur in cycles
(Kopecky L962a). Grafting on young or mature stock induces juveniJ.ity or
fJ-owering (Kopeeky 1966a).
A11 popl-ars, except those of section Leuee, sprout vigorousl-y from
the stump and root collar. Coppicing has been occasionally reported on
young aspen. Reproduction by formation of adventitious shoots on roots
(suckers) is another common phenomenon of poplars. However, Ai'geiros and
Leucoides poplars do not form suckers as readily as the others.
Stem cuttings frorn the popJ-ar speeies which belong to sections
Iacunahaea and Aigeiz,os root with relative ease; however the rooting is
poor in sections Leuce, Leueoides and. Turanga.
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TECHNTQUE OF CROSSTNG

of controlled pollination of poplars is on
twigs placed in a water culture (Wettstein 1930). Twigs with flower buds
of 50 to 100 cm in length are plaeed in pots with tap water. In the warm
greenhouse the twigs with rnal-e buds flower in a few days, and the pol-len
can be col-lected and the twigs disposed of. Ilowever, the twigs bearing
female fl-owers have to stay longer (Fig. 1). tilhere seed requires more than
3 weeks to ripen, as in the case of. Aigeiros and Tacamahaea poplars, the
small amounts of nutrients in the twigs often appear insufficient to
produce fully matured seed. As an alternative the technique of bottl-egrafting twlgs with several fernale buds is widely used and glves satisfactory
resul-ts (Muhle Larsen 1960) (Fig. 2).
The simplest method

CROSSABILITY OF POPULUS SPECIES

Extensive work on crossing poplars comprising the Leuee, Tacunahaea
sections has been carried out for many years. However, few data
are availabl-e on the crossability of popl-ars belonging to the sections
Iurmrya and Leueoides.
and Aigei:r"os

Crosses between species of the same section are not dlfficult to
obtain (Table 2). The intrasectional crosses are usually very fertile and

in

many cases

result in vigorous hybrids.

Cert.ain species crosses are sometimes more successfuL then their
However'
The P. deLtoides x nigra cross is very fertile.
Melchior and Seitz (1968), and Steenackers (1970) failed wlth the reciprocal
cross P. nigra x deltoides.

reciprocals.

The intersecti-onal crosses show different degrees of compatlbility.
The Ai.geiros x Iacanahaea crosses are easy to make. Ilowever, the crosses
between Leuee and Aigei,ros poplars and Leuee and Iaeonahaca poplars show
pronounced ineompatibiJ-ity. Theie crosses usually result in dead seed or
dwarfed seedlings (Johnsson 1956, Kopecky L962b). Moreover, the offspring
usually resembles the fenale parent (Kopecky l-956). Yet, occasionally'
promising single hybrids are reported. A good P. aLba x trichoeaz'pa hybrid
has been reported by Wettstein (L933), a P. aLba x deltoides by Sekawin
(l-963), and a P. tz'erm.r.La x deLtoides by Catalan (l-963) .' Recentl-y, a
vigorous P. alba x deLtoides hybrid was also produced by Zsuffa at Mapl-e'

for the other sections, Richens (1945) recorded a successful
x Leueoides hybrid (P. nigra x Lasi.oearpa) and Sekawin (l-969) failed
to cross P. euphnatica (section Ituanga) with Leuee and Iaeottahaea poplars.
According to Slkawin (1963) Kasartzev also failed with Twmrya x Tacqnahaea
and. Turanga x Aigei.nos crosses but succeeded in crossing P. euphratica with
a P. aLba hybrid.

Ont. As
Ai,gei,ros

sone

By using interspecific hybrids instead of pure species as Parents'
difficult intersectional crosses have become feasibLe (htfa l-968). In
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Figure

1.

of a female P. canescens in uater
eulture. Seed eatkins are nattwing qn the
tt'tigs after antificiaL polLination in the
Ll'tigs

greenhouse.
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Figure

2. BottLe-grafted tuigs of a female P.
deltoides.

The k'tigs ate beaning seed
eatkins as the resuLt of az'tifi'eial polli'nation uith P. nigra.
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TABLE 2

CROSSABILITY

OF POPULUS

SPECIES
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such crosses the segregated F, hybrid generation is not as uniform and
dwarfed as the F1 intersectiofial offspring was but is heterogeneous with
some vigorous seedlings. Heimburger (1940) reported a successful Leuce x
Aigeiz,os cross of this type; it invol-ved P. (aLba x grandidentata) x
euratneyi,cdna cv. Eugenii. Simllar successful intersectional crosses were
realized by Heimburger in J-967 (P. canescena x Petrouskyana) and by Zsuffa
in l-968 (P. eaneacens x jaekii and P. tnernuLa x jackii.) .
An incompatibility system characterized by inability of the pol-len
tube to penetrate the stigrna has been found in some poplar crosses. The
block has been overcome by nixing fresh incompatible poll-en with recognitlon
pol-l-en, i.e. killed pollen of the conpatibl-e type produced usual-l-y by gamma
radiation. Using reeognition pollen, Stettl-er (1968) , Zufa (1968 and 1-97La)
and Knox et al. (L972) obtained good results with otherwise difficult
crosses of Leuee wLth Aigeiy,os and Taconahaca poplars.
TIIE SIGNIFICANCE OF INTERSPECIFIC BREEDING IN

POPLARS

Interspecific breeding, paired wlth vegetative propagation of the
selected ortets, has been a powerful tool in producing popJ-ar strains and
clones of vigorous growth, improved disease resistance and better rooting
abillty of stem cuttings. By interspecific breeding, hybrids can blso be
produced for different ecol-oglcal environments and with a wider tolerance
for site conditions.
Heterosis in Interspecific Poplar Hybrids
Related popl-ar species, when crossed, have often produced offsprings
exhibiting hybrid vigor or "heterosis.t' The vlgor of growth of hybrids
depended (i) on the parental species, (1i) on the sel"ection of individual
parent trees, and (iii) on the filial generation of hybrids.

(i) The parental species that cane from geographical-l-y distant
or from regions otherwise isolated produced heterotic hybrids nost
frequently. Heterosis also occurred in hybrids of the parentaL species
adapted to different ecological environments. A list of interspeciflc
hybrids expressing heterosis is gi.ven in Table 3, on the basis of a
review of papers by Wettstein (1938), Heimburger (l-940, 1958 and l-968)
'

areas

Johnsson (l-956), Kopecky (1956, I962b, and 1971) Ilyun and Hong (1959),
Muhle Larsen (1960), Sekawin (1963), Stecki (1965), Takayama (1968) , Zuta
(1968), Steenackers (1970), Benson (L972), and Chung and Son (L972).
Many crosses of Leuce specles evolved in wel-l-separated areas have
been noted for vi-gorous growth. The P. trerm,tLa x trermtloides hybrids drew
attention on account of het,erosis more than 30 years ago (I{ettsteln 1938'
Johnsson 1-956). Hybrid vigor has been also commonly observed with P. aLba
x grandidentata, P. aLba x dauidimta, P. alba x sieboldii, e. aLba x
trerru.Loi.des, P. gnartdidentata x dauidiana, P. grcndidentata x sieboldii,
P. tnerru.Loi.des x adenopoda and P. trerm,r.Loides x dnui,diqna. Hybrids of
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TABLE

3.

INTERSPECIFIC POPLAR HYBRIDS NOTED FOR HYBRID VIGOR (HETEROSIS)

Section

Cross*
trermtLa x trermtLoides
tnemuLoides x adene;podd
tremuloides x daoddiana

LEUCE

sieboLdii. x grandidentata
dauidiana x gnandidentata
aLba

x grandddentata

aLba
aLba

x
x

alba x dauidiana
alba x sieboLdii

tv'ermtla
tremuLoides

x nigra

AIGEIROS

deLtoi,des

TACAMAHACA

manimouiczii
mani.moui.e

z

manimouiczii

simonii x

x triehoearpa

ii x

Lauz'i

f o Li,a

x simonii

Aurancmensis

deLtoi.d.es x baLsamifez'a
deltoides x trichocarpa
deltoides x yunnanensis
deLtoides x LautifoLia
deLtoides x mani'moutiezii
nigra x manimouiezii

AIGEIROS X TACAMAHACA

ni,gra x tri,ehocatpa

nigra x
nigra x

koreana
simoni.i.

:lOn necip:rocal cross

these types showed fast growth and hlgh yiel-ds in experimental pJ-antat,ions
on good poplar sites in southern and central- Ontario (Zufa 1971b) (Fig. 3).
The yield of hybrids hras compared with the yield of native asPen on site
cl-ass I (Table 4). The average heights and diameters (DBH) of hybrid trees
in 7- to 15-year-old plantations were equivalent to those in natural stands
at 35 to 50 years of age. The mean annual increments (MAI) in the plantations were between 103 and 292 cubie ftf acre while the I,IAI of the unmanaged
natural stands reached a maximum of 1-09 cubic ft/aere at 55 years of age.
The P. d.eltoid.es x nigra hybrid of North Americbn and European
Aigeiros poplars is well- known for its heterotic growth. The clonal
varieties of this hybrid have spread al-l- over the world and have given rise
to a new tirnber cuLture (Fig. 4). An international Poplar Commisslon of
FAO of the United Nations was formed after the Second tlorl-d War to deal with
the different problems of breeding, management and util-ization of the wood
of what was essentiall-y thls hybrid, which seemed promising for solving the

tL4

Figute 3. P. al-ba c grandidentata in pLantation.
Wltitehtu'ch, southerm Ontanio. Age 12
Aears. Auerage dioneter at breast height
6 inehes (L5.2 ern), anserage height 52 feet
(
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euramerican,a cu. ttf-262'l
Age L0 Aeqrs. Auenage
bneast height L5.7 inehes

4. Plantation of P. x
in northewt ftaLy.
diqneter at
(40 crn).
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pronounced shortage of timber in many countries of the world. In 1950 the
P. x eu.ramerieana (Dode) Guinier, fol-lowed by the name of the cultivar,
was accepted by the International Popl-ar Conmission for P. deltoides x ni,gz,a
and its advanced crosses and backcrosses.
name

Many of the Tacanahaca hybrids of distant species have been noted
for vigorous juvenile growth (Table 3). The vigor in these hybrids seemed
to depend to a larger degree on the sel-ectlon of individual parent trees.

Thus, Stout and Schreiner (1933) and Steenackers (1970) reported on the good
growth of P. manimouiczii x tnichoeazpa hybrids, while Hyun and Hong (1959)
observed poor performance for the same cross.

fertile intersectional Aigei,ros x Tacanahaeq. crosses gave rise
hybrids. The P. deltoides x tri,chocar?a, P. nigra x
trieTnearpa, P. deLtoides x manimouiczii, P. nigra x manimot,ytezii, and P.
l<prearta x nigra crosses of geographically renote parent species seem to be
those on which breeding work is concentrating (Stout and Schreiner 1933;
to

The

many vigorous

Steenackers 1970; Chung and Son L}TZ)

Crosses between species with overlapping ranges have given various
results. Heterosis has not been observed in P. gz,andidentata x trentuloides
hybrids. However, the vigorous growth of P. x eaneseens (Ait.) sm., a hybrid
swarm of P. alba andP. tremula, and of P. xjaekii sarg., a hybrid swarm
of P. deltoides and P. balsuni,fera, is well- known. The vigof of these hybrids
is probably due to the adaptati-on of the parent species to different ecological environments.

(ii) The success of i.nterspecific breeding depends not only on the
choice of parent species but also to a great degree on the choice of the
individual parent trees. Johnsson (1956) compared a number of P. trermtLa
x tYermtloides hybrids with the native P. trerruLa and observed that, while
the best, performing hybrid progeny grew twice as much as the best P. trermtla,
the poorest hybrid progeny was only sl-ightl-y better. Sinilar observations
were made by Muhle Larsen (L960) and Kopecky (1966b). The Latter compared
the growth rate of several- P. deltoides x nigra hybrids with that of the
Parents. The most vigorous hybrids outgrew the parents by more than 502,
but the least vigorous hybrids were slower than the parents.
The ecologicaL conditions of the area from which the parent trees
were chosen, especial-ly the J-ength of the growing season, al-so infl.uence
the growth of the progeny. This is another reason why some hybrids have
no superiority over the parents on certain sites but show very vigorous
growth under other conditi-ons. Heimburger (1958) obtained variable
results by crossing P. tremtloides with different European sources of P.
tv'ermtla pol-len. on the test site in southern ontario the pollen fron
southern latitudes produced the most vigorous hybrids.

(lii) Heterosis occurs especiall-y in the F1 Beneratlon of lnterspecific hybrids. This first fil-ial generation of related species is usually
fairly unlform in its norphological and physioJ-ogical characters. But the
crosses made between lnterspecific hybrids and the backcrosses of
118

interspecifie hybrids to parental species result in heterogeneous progenies.
They segregate and the characteristics of the parental species show in offspring. According to Kopecky (1962b), such progenies are of decreased
capacity for growth: in the segregated population only a few individuals
reach the vi.gor of parents. Yet, according to Muhle Larsen (1960), it is
possible to operat,e with advanced crosses of interspecific hybrids and with
their backcrosses to parental- species. Such crosses may result in progenies
in which some desired characteristics, such as disease resistance, form and
branching of the trees, or rooting abil-ity, are strengthened. In poplars'
it is enough to have only a portion of the progeny with deslred characteristics. The selected individual,s can be easily propagated vegetatively and
devel-oped into monoclonal or muLtlclonal- varieties. l"tost of the Italian
P. x euyamericana cl-ones widely cul-tivated in nany countries originated fron
advanced crosses and subsequent vegetative propagatlon (Piccarolo 1948).
Heimburger (1968) and Ztfa (l-968 and 1969) reported outstanding individual
trees i,n advanced crosses of Leuee poplars, for example in P. cdneseens x
(aLba x grandidentata), P. (alba x dauidimta) x (alba x g?and.identata), and
P, caneseens x (aLba x dmsidiana). Thls work has now reached the stage
where the development of cLonal varieties ls under way.

Dlsease Resistance

in Interspecific Poplar Hybrids

Different poplar species show various degrees of resistance to
diseases. According to Steenackers (L972) P. deltoides is known to be
resistant to diseases caused by Marssonina spp., Melonpsora spp,, Septonia
spp.r and Dothiehiza popuLea. Ilowever, about 90it of the individuals in
tested populations of P. deltoides are susceptible to bacterial- canker
(Aplanobacter populi). P. nigra is generally susceptibl-e xo Melortpsora spp.
and to D. populea, but lt ls extremely resistant to bacteriaL canker. Thus
the P. deltoides x ni,gra hybrids, if derived from properly selected parent
trees, can unite the resistance of both parent species and give rise to
clonal varieties of rnultipl-e resistance. Another exanple, showing the potential of interspecific breeding of poplars for inducing disease resistance'
is in Atgeiros x Tacanahaea crosses. The bal-san popJ-ars are known to be
highl-y susceptlble to Septoria canker (Septoria rrusiua), to which P. deltoides
and P. ni,gra are resistant. The crosses of balsam poplars with either one
of these Aigeiz,os species thus offer a possibllity for the selection and
vegetative propagation of resistant individuals.
Unfortunately, increased susceptlbility of hybrids to diseases as
compared with parent species may also occur in some cases. Thus susceptibil-ity to PLagi,ostoma populi was registered by lteinburger (l-966). The fungus
ls causing severe b1-ight and dieback on P. alba hybrids, such as P. aLba x
grmtdidentata" P. aLba x tyermtloides, P. aLba x tremuLa. Yet the fungus is
rarely found on the parent species of the hybrids observed. It occurs
occasionally on the P. grmtdidentata x trerm,floides, and P. trermtla x
tnemuloides hybrids. To explain the increased susceptibility of P. aLba
hybrids, Heimburger (l-966) postuLated a system of major genes conditioning

susceptibility.
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Ability of Poplars by Interspecific Breedlng
Some popl-ar species of the sections Aigeiros and, Taeanahaca show
very good rooting ability from stem cuttings. However, the rooting ability
of P. deltoides varies and sometimes, under unfavorable field conditions,
large portions of its cuttings perish. P. ni,gra and P. balsuniferd cuttings
root more readily. These species transmit their better rooting ability to
hybrids with P. deltoides. In fact, cuttings of P. x eunanerieana and P. x
jaekii clones commonly root even under adverse field conditlons.
Improving the Rooting

llithin the poplars of tt,e Leuee section, the European white poplar
(P. aLba) is the only species easy to propagate with cuttings. P. alba
creates fertile and vigorously growing hybrids with aspen species and at the
same time transmits its rooting ability to the hybrids, as reported for
example by Heinburger (1958 and 1968) for crosses of P. alba with aspen
species, such as P. grmtdi,dentata, P. trerruLoides, P. tnermtLa, P. dauidiana
and P. si,eboLdii. By backcrossing the hybrids to P. aLba and, by producing
nultiple hybrids of unrel-ated parents, such as P. eaneseens x (aLbax
grandidentata), P. (aLba x dauidimta) x (alba x gnandidentata), heterogenous
progenies with outstanding individual-s were produced, in which the rooting
ability

was strengthened (Heinburger 1968,

Ztfa

L968 and 1969).

BREEDING PROGRAMS

The first program of interspecific poplar breeding aiured at
produci-ng hybrid varleties for commerclal timber was initiated by the Oxford
Paper Company, with Stout and Schreiner, Ln L924 (Stout and Schreiner 1933).
Soon poplar-breeding started in Austria (!trettstein 1930), the USSR
(AlbensklJ and Del-icina 1934), Canada (Heimburger 1936) and Italy (Piccarolo
1948). After the Second World lJar, poplar breeding programs sprang up in
many countries. The literature in this field became so abundant that it is
inpossibl-e to review it here. The interested reader should refer to the
publication entitl-ed PopLars in ?imber Produetion mtd Land Use (FAO 1956),
the reports of the fnternat,ionaL Poplar Courulission (FAO, Rome, Italy),
reports of the IUFRO Working Group on Breeding Poplars (IUFRO, Vienna,
Austria), and the reports of the speciaLized poplar research institutions.
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DISCUSSION

Fowler:

Zsuffa:

Louisr you mentioned differences in your results with reciprocal
crosses. I was wondering how conmon this is. What sort of
explanation do you have for this? I would also like to ask
Bill Critchfield what his resul-ts are in terms of differences
between reciprocal crosses.

It wasnrt I
it

notlced that. I was citing someone else.
has been noticed repeatedly that whil-e Populus
deltoidee female trees can cross very easil-y with rnale P. ntgra,
the reciprocal cross is very difficult to make. There is a
very interesting paper published by Knox, !ililling and Pryor
(Silvae Genetica 2L(3-4):65-69) on this problem. Slmilar
problens were not described in other interspecific poplar
crosses.
who

However,

Fowler:
.....-

It isnr t a common thing?

Zsuffaz

No, it is an isolated phenonenon.

Crltchfield:

tJe have never looked

Valentine:

tr{e have made

Yeatman:

I would like to ask Dan how he is going to persuade research
to undertake l-ong-term research programs, such as with the
white pine, in the present research cJ-imate, espeeially if you
cannot come up wlth a pretty strong cost-benefit analysis to
persuade management it is going to pay off.

very critically at that, Don. It is ny

general impression that there isnrt nuch difference between
pine species in reciprocal conbinations. Ird say I have only
looked at it critically on a couple of trees.

a large number of crosses between tremuloides and
grandidentata arrd backcrosses of natural- hybrlds and known
interspecific hybrids to each of these species. There does
appear to be some type of incompatibility between these species
and the hybrids, at least in certain cross combinati-ons. Our
data, however, have not been summarized; so I cannot say whether
a general pattern of inconpatibility exists or whether the
failures of certain crosses were due to certain individual trees.
Resul-ts from our crossing program do indicate that there is some
difference between these aspen species that interferes wlth or
prevents erosslng.

men

Schmitt:

}ilell, I think Dr. Yeatman reaLizes that nobody really has an
answer to that. Furthermore, it is very obvious to me, and I
am sure it has been to everyone here, that the research climatet
especial-J-y in the past 5 years, has been of the type which has
placed a rather hlgh priority on - I call them grave problems
but of a short-term nature. Now, in ny own organization in the
L25

past 2 or 3 years there has been a reaLization, thanks to our
environmental- problems, of the need for data coming from longterm studies. I am not tal-king Particul-arly about genetics
research in this case. lJhen researchers sought the infornation'
they found lt wasnrt availabLe. They also found that the longterm studies had actual-l-y been installed L5'2O-25'30 years ago.
The invesEigations rirere passed on in one form or another, the
sehedule of measurements was not kept up, and util-ity of data
that coul-d have been made avail-able was 1ost. Just as sort of
a side comtrent, I know most of the people here are involved in
genetics research or its application, but data somehow acquire
a unique value of their oron. Frequently, they can be used for
nany, rnany dlfferent purposes. As I said before, our organization is beginning to reaLize the value of long-term research.
Getting back to the iurnediate subject, I thlnk that everybody
has been concerned about formulation of breedlng Programs on
a l-ong-term basis; and as a postscript to the tal-k, I wi1-L say
in all fai-rness, the within-species breeding programs that
have been developed since the early l-950fs have indlcated that
there is pJ-enty of natural- variation, and we didnrt need to go
to hybridization. It was probably a pretty valid approach.
But nevertheless I think, again personal opinionr that interspecific hybridization - anatyzLtg species crosses on a population basis rather than on an individual basis - this is a point
that cropped up two or three ti-mes - will- be a useful tool in
developing breeding programs. It has a possibll-ity of providing
information which may not be readily obtained any other way.
It is just a gut feeling on my part, and I feeL that quantitative
geneticists should start looking at the problems that have been
pointed out today in the analysis of these populations.
Nienstaedt:

In view of Danrs comnentsr I wonder what the t.t"tioo of the
group is to Donrs suggestion that we need cost-benefit analyses
in connection with interspecific hybridization programs. Would

anybody care t,o coment on this?

Schnltt:

I cantt give you any kind of definitive anslter, but I think that
in the area of interspectfic hybrldization, with our Present
state of knowl-edge, it would be a mistake to undertake this
type of anal-ysis. I think that the cost-benefit analysis has
pointed out which segments of the program are more expensive,
what kind of a return you can get from the total- program. In
other wordb, an anal.ysis devoted to the components of the
program can provide important clues to decide critical areas
in order to, say, reduce the cost of a certain part of the
program. For exampJ-e, in one of the few analyses I have seen
it was indicated that initlal selection in the parental population was more expensive than the progeny-testing stage. This
is interesting because in the Past few years I have been aware
of growing concern about the merits of lntensive lndividual
tree selection and comparison trees. I suppose it could be
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debated for quite a little time dependlng on which side of the
fence you stand on, but certainly the cost-benefit analysis is
quite helpful where you have an on-going Program. But when you
have no program or when you are thinking in terms of value of
research which is going to back up a Program, I suppose the thing
to do would be to run the anal-ysis; and if it didnrt come out too
good, just quietJ-y put it in your desk.

Lester:

In the context of cost-benefit anaLysis, I have never sat down
to figure out what night be a reasonable estimate of addltional
costs in handllng two or more species. for an interspecific hybrld
program or costs of relativel-y -sophisticated. recurrent selection
schemes. I donrt think we have any idea whether it would be a
factor of 2, 5, or 10. We dontt have much biologicaL data to
estimate the benefit side of the equation, but if it turns out
that costs for a reciprocal recurrent selection program are L0
times the costs foi a within-species, Program, the chances are
that benefits are unl-ikely to be J-arge enough in most cases.

Hunt:

we are going to be pushed.into a cost-benefit squeeze
regardless of whether we do it ourselves or not, and I see lt
coming about this way. If you want to buy hybrid seed on the
market, there are a few places where it is available - where
it is authentic and not just a putative hybrid. The one
exampl_e was Langner sel-ling Gqxi,r) Leptolepis seed here. His
pricL was 50 marks per kilogram, that is before the devaluation
of the dol-lar. It came out to something Like $8.00 per 50 gran
sample, which is a few ounces. Hyun rePorts he is the only one
with seed from the pitch pine x 1-ob1-o1-1y cross' and the onl-y
seed that he wil-l. sepd us is E-2 seed. He reports it has
performed as *.il- in Korea as F-1, and although we donrt know
where he got his material--for the first cross, we have been
very happy to accept the seed even to the point of sending him
whatever he suggests in return. There are states in the East
that are just crying for seed because their foresters have
talked up the need for the seed and Hyunrs material in the U.S.
is not even performing as well as Si LittLefs material grown
in New Jersey from selected pltch pine and Loblolly, at l-east
in the early years. It would then be fitting if we could massproduce suitabl-e pitch pine x 1-obLo11-y hybrids for the eastern
part of the U.S. and indeed Si Littl-e is givlng thought to
this. The cost-benefit ratio then i.s to consider al-l the
factors and get the cheapest possibl-e improved seed into
production. I'le can measure our improvement by how much of the
seed used the nursery is ttimprovedtt. This is the onl-y lilay we
have of saying that our improvement program is actual-ly bearing
fruit; and if you want to do it on the very l-ittle seed we are
getting from our research, we cantt afford to do it. We have
to do it on an optimistic view that our orchards are actually
going to produce quite a bit of seed and the seed is going to
be quite a bit improved or planted on a large scale so that

I think

-
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there is a slight improvement over many acres. Otherwlse,
have no justification on whieh to sel-l our program.

we

Fraser:

In the last issue of the Annual Reuieu of PLant PhysioLogy,
Bob Braver from Duke evaluated the results of over 40 years of
research in this fleld. I'ltrat he proposed is also worth consideration in the field of genetics. The tine has come to evaluate
what has aI-ready been produced in the literature - the variety'
its importance and its appLication. I donrt know of anyone
who has managed to get money for such a revlew. Funds are
usualLy forthcoming to start a new aspect of researchr yet it
is certainly essential to evaluate what has been done in the
past and to establish a good basis for future research. I
know a few years ago Abe Teich produced a cost-beneflt anaLysis
on certain aspects of tree-breeding, and perhaPs lre should
hear fron him.

Teich:

After what Clyde llunt said I donrt real-Ly have a great deal to
add. We have a great need for improved seed right now, and
the type of programs that will- produce improved seed rapidly
wll-l not necessarily come up with tremendous genetic gain.
Rapid means like mass selection and provenance-testing wontt
produce sophisticated publications and wontt gain a person worl-d
fame, but will produce sorne slight improvement very rapidly.
Although the benefit is very smaL1, it doesn't take very much
benefit to justify these types of programs. If we are going
to stay in the business of tree-breeding, we have to show we
can produce improved seed fast. There are very few people who
are wllLing to wait 40, 50, or 1-00 years to get beneflt out of
tree-breeding. They want to get something right now. I think
some simple progran that came up with 2 or 3 ot 47. increase
in production, but in which seed would be avail-able rapidLy'
is of far nore benefit than the sophisticated program that would
take 50 or 100 years to produce a 40 or 502 gain. So' while
we shoul-dntt try to negate the long-tern programsr it ls a
question of balance. We need seed right now' and we wil-l need
seed ln the second and thlrd generation also. It is not a
question of saying letrs jump with both feet into intraspecific
or interspecific hybridization: it is a question of hornr we
would like to allocate our resources. I think the first priority
is to find the methods which are going to produce a l-arge volume
of seed in the very near future. At the same time, we should
also allocate a small-er proportion of our resources to the
frontiers of breeding.

Nienstaedt:

I think what we have to do now is to mass-produce the most
promising material- we have and use that to Justify the longterm work. Improved material planted now must sell our longtetm work as well as the carefully designed breeding Programs
of the future. We have to get something out nolil or we are
going to Lose the credlbllity we need. We have been riding
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with the South; we canrt continue to do that very much
longer. I night mention one approach that we plan to take in
this respect right nohr at Rhinelander. $Ie have produced the
hybrid between Serbi.an and black spruce. It is about 15 years
old now from seed and it is stilL a good 257. supetlor to the
black spruce parent and definitely superior to the Serbian
some smal-l- two-cLone orchards
spruce. We are going to atterpt
for the mass production of the 'seed. !,le are also going ahead
mass-producing - by control pollination mind you - the best
fanilies of white spruce. we probabLy can produce at a fairly
l_ow cost 50,000 to 100,000 sound seed a y x of fanil-ies that
outproduce seed product,ion area seed !y 25 to 307". I have to
ao inis sort, of thlng in order t,o gain continued suPport for
the work at Rhinelander.
I think, Ilans, if we donrt do this' we are going to flnd ourselves superseded by private nurser)rmen. As spin-off look what
has happened to schreinerf s clones. We have peopl-e p1-antlng
them on spoil- banks, we have people pLanting then in cities as
shade trees, Ite have all sorts of people ProPagating them
because it is a spin-off where they havenrt had to 8o back to
the breeding room and repeat the cross. In Europe, you have
chaps like KLeinschmitt, whose nethod was to take a bunch of
small seedJ-lngs at age 3 or 5 and begin vegetatively propagating
then and put them on big bl-ocks with 50 or l-00 trees per pJ-ot.
The forstmeister coul-d buiLd a LittLe tower and take his boss
out there and show hin al-l these great big bLocks and point
out that one clonal source was 50 or 1002 greater, and lf he
was really in doubt, he could sacrifice L0 trees and do a fiber
analysis and find out indeed that lt was actually producing so
much more fiber that we- couldntt afford not to keep producing
this tree. I am got s. y{ng that you shouLd glve up hybridizatlon, but if your Serbian x black sPruce cross is so good, why
not groT,r some from b.uttfngs: tile have good response in some of
our spruce. work from cutd.ings. I know the nut grolters l4tere
propalating,all softs rof ;grnfted wal-nuts long before the
researchers got to the. poiirt of saying it was a Superior tlmber
t,ree. I'Ie have all sprts .of walnut clones being produced by
nurserymen and being. sold in the trade much l-ike apples, etc.

along

Hunt:

Sornebody

is'goinp "tc! g'et*"oh;the

bandwagon.

Nienstaedt:

In spruce I think it should be possibl-e for us to produce
populatlons of L2;6OO sfperior seedl-lng's by control-l-ed
pollinatfon with Jqry l-ittl'e" work. This shouLd be enough for
i lO-acre planting'rl'rlnough to interest a forest manager'

Cook:

of the word. Rathert
the fiel-d of tree
improvement, a robber of sguirrel- hoards. As a long-time
nurser)rman, I feel- that the group ls taking too narrow a view
of what rfe are trying to do. The cost of GOOD seed is seldout
I
I

am not a genetlcist ln the usual, sense
am a manager, a sil-viculturist, and in
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consequential . In the nrlisery business, it is axi.omatic that
the cost of seed is rarely a significant part of the cost of
planting stock. The difference between GOOD seed and POOR
seed can be of the magnitude of L2- to l-5-foLd. If it be POOR
seed, the nursery costs go up and the value of the succeeding
plantation may be vastly dininished.

To the forest manager (and he is our ul-tinate consumer), there
is NOTHING more expensive than poor seed. Let me cite just one
example. In 1950, I planted at Cooxrox Forest Plantation No. 35,
alternate rows of Japanese and European larch spaced L0 feet
between the rows, 6 feet between pJ-ants, on an area I had
appraised as Site I* for larch. The European turned out to be
of high Alpine source; it never got started. The Japanese
sinply grew away from it, uLtimately suppressed and killed it.
So I end up with a stand of pure Japanese larch spaced 20 feet
by 6 feet - and dolng okay.

If

anyone had set out
would have been sadl-y
werel

a pure plantation of that European, he
disappointed. Irm sure many did - and

Another thing we sometlnes fail to appreciate - we have a
capt,ive market. Most tree seed is going into state or
provincial- nurseries; so you have to make your sales pitch to
only one or two men. Ten years ago, E1i (the late E.J. Ellason)
and I sat down and went over all the seed l-ots of Larch that
were growing on state forests. We said to the dlstrict
foresters, "CoJ-lect from these, and from no othersrf. That one
act raised the qual-lty of our l-arch stock very substantial-l-y
and eliminated all the poor stuff.

I feel very strongly that, if the tree imProver can produce

real-Ly top qual-ity seed, he shouLd not be unduly concerned
about this production cost:

I have shown you sl-ides of Larsenfs Own, an F-l hybrid larch.
The cost of the seed was high. But look what we got. Letfs
be of couragel
Plurnmer:

I donft know if I should be on my feet - I am one of those
who is nearly done in this field of tree-breeding. I havenrt
been very strong in the genetic area, but I donft thlnk you
ought to sell yourselves short, because industry should be very
interested in what you are doing. l{ay I go back 2 or 3 years.
When a l-arge paper company in Maine decided at the top echelon
that it needed wood, they had to have it "fastr'. What did they
do? They turned to hybrid poplar. ,I donrt know what has
happened to the program, but one spokesman for the company sald
they would need 150 cords per day in the shortest time possible.
I believe they obtained cuttings of hybrid poplar and started
130

several plantations. I canrt tel-L you anything of the current
status as I havenft heard from them this year. I donrt know
lf we have any industrial peopl-e here - we have had them at
past meetings. (Encouragement by invitation may be helpfulif sent to the forestry departments of our wood industries.)

Nienstaedt:

this afternoon, I think it is the feeling
that there ls a definite l-ace for interspecific hybridization
in tree-breeding programs Perhaps I can add my ohrn view to
k at some of the work done in the
that. I think we should

From the discussions

haventt overlooked opportunitles
past and make sure that
that should be followed u . v,rlrh thar, I will thank our
tions this afternoon and turn the
speakers for their contr
meeting back to the Cha
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